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FADE INTO:

Illuminated by the CANDLELIGHT BENEATH...

A leather, ink drawn map of all of YHEVENAH. No 
continents. No islands. The one, wholly joined piece of 
land is divided into eight, near evenly distributed 
kingdoms that consume seventy percent of the planet.

From left to right: JERICHO, Orelon, Israenin, Aarstor, 
M’Lenor, Verrn, Yend’She and CALIPRI. The Si Ocean 
reaches around Jericho, flowing into the Ma’at Ocean.

Over time, Calipri EXPANDS. Overtakes all but Jericho. 

Candlelight fades. BLACK.

INT. GREENHOUSE -- AFTERNOON

ON A 5 YEAR OLD GIRL: YOUNG NIXXON-WEI (Neekson-Way). Her 
tan complexion and raven hair suggests that one or both 
of her parents are of exotic descent. She is watching...

WEI, the emperor. Fair skinned, late 20’s. He is tall, 
strong, handsome. Her father. His conversation with the 
GARDENER has just been interrupted by a MESSENGER. Wei 
opens the letter handed to him. Spots his daughter. 

Young Nixxon slips behind a shelf. She dares a peek. The 
Gardener and Messenger are now alone. She turns back- 

Wei lovingly scoops her into his arms. 

YOUNG NIXXON
You tricked me.

WEI
Me? I would never.

YOUNG NIXXON
You did. And where’s my pony?

Wei smiles. Bombards her with kisses. His pride and joy.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, TRAINING GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Archery, sword fighting, hand to hand combat, etc,... 
SAOUCKSON-PLI (Sowksawn-Plee), late 20’s, he is also 
tall, strong and handsome: Wei’s general. 

Saouckson is engaging in hand to hand combat with a 
TRAINEE SOLDIER. 



He looks over -- Wei, with Young Nixxon, gallops to a 
halt. Saouckson helps Trainee Soldier up- PUNCHES HIM 
BACK DOWN. Then smiles, approaching...

SAOUCKSON
I wasn’t expecting you so early. 
My lady.

Saouckson gives the most ridiculous bow as Wei smiles and 
dismounts with giggling Young Nixxon. 

WEI
That is quite the bow. If only 
Prouse-Dine could witness this.

SAOUCKSON
The emperor believes he has a 
sense of humor. But we know 
better.

Wei chuckles. Saouckson lifts a small bow from the ground 
and places it in Young Nixxon’s hands.

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
Like this, see? Pull back and-

WEI
What are you doing?

SAOUCKSON
Teaching her how to shoot. She 
needs to learn. Now pull back-

WEI
My daughter will fight with sword 
and shield, like her father. 

SAOUCKSON
You don’t take a sword on a hunt.

WEI
Hunt? Nixxon doesn’t want to hunt. 
She wants kisses!

Wei lifts Young Nixxon, bombarding her with kisses. 

SAOUCKSON
Come.

Wei and Young Nixxon follow Saouckson down the grounds. 
Wei nods to his SOLDIERS as they bow in respect.

WEI
But back to Prouse-Dine.
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SAOUCKSON
Oh for fuck’s sake-

(WEI grimaces)
Apologies. He is a very silly man. 

Young Nixxon giggles. Saouckson smiles down at her.

WEI
Nonetheless, I received word from 
Calipri. He will be here shortly.

SAOUCKSON
No doubt to reiterate that 
Aurmand’s bastard sons are both 
close in age to-

WEI
Prouse is an emissary. Bringing 
peace to opposing realms and 
territories is his duty.

SAOUCKSON
I wasn’t aware that Jericho and 
Calipri opposed one another.

WEI
He’s likely come to persuade me 
once more to yield my throne.

SAOUCKSON
Or more likely, what I said.

Saouckson picks up his pace.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, STABLE -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson opens the doors, allowing Wei and Young Nixxon 
first entry. Young Nixxon runs toward the WHITE CHARGER 
sprawled across a bed of hay -- she has just given birth. 
STABLEMAN #1, round and friendly, is tending to her.

STABLEMAN #1
Your Majesties.

Wei nods then kneels, stroking the exhausted white 
Charger. His smile encourages Young Nixxon who smiles 
back, then mimics him. Saouckson smirks.

WEI
How is she?

STABLEMAN #1
...quite well, my lord.
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STABLEMAN #2, a tall, thin man rounds into view holding 
the newly birthed PONY and sets it before Young Nixxon.

STABLEMAN #2
And here. A perfect copy.

SAOUCKSON
(tilts head)

It’s a boy.

STABLEMAN #2
Well, other than that.

YOUNG NIXXON
I want to call him Nezzy!

SAOUCKSON
Over my dead body.

WEI
Saouckson.

SAOUCKSON
I travelled the universe to find 
this animal so I refuse to let you 
shame it by calling him Nezzy.

WEI
It’s just a horse, Saouckson.

Saouckson starts to speak, but Wei cuts him off-
Love? Perhaps a more masculine
name? Perhaps, Nez- Dulan?
Nezdulan? It's similar and he’d be 
named after one of Jericho's great 
emperors of old. 

Young Nixxon shrugs. Wei looks to Saouckson, silently 
gloating when mother horse whinnies in pain. The 
Stablemen tend to her while Saouckson takes the pony.

YOUNG NIXXON
What’s wrong with her?

Wei does not hear her...

INSERT CUT: Moonlight creeps into a lavish bedchamber as 
MIDWIVES tend to a SCREAMING WOMAN, face unseen: “PUSH!”

YOUNG NIXXON (CONT’D)
(tugs Wei’s sleeve)

Is she sick?

Wei rubs Young Nixxon’s head and leads her away.
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EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Wei and Young Nixxon have returned to his horse. She eyes 
his melancholy state and lowers her gaze when she spots a 
colorful beetle on the ground.  

Young Nixxon smiles as she picks it up and presents it to 
Wei who forces a brief smile. Disappointed, Young Nixxon 
sets the beetle back on the ground... She steps on it.

Saouckson approaches on horseback.

SAOUCKSON
Prouse has arrived. It is quite
urgent.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, FRONT STEPS -- CONTINUOUS

Wei and Saouckson halt their horses as Wei quickly hands 
Young Nixxon off to BONNIE, 40’s, plump and sweet.

WEI
Take her below. I’ll return. 

Young Nixxon’s eyes widen as Wei and Saouckson ride off.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, SIDE WALL -- CONTINUOUS

Wei and Saouckson stop their horses, dismount and make 
straight for the castle's side wall -- it SPLITS OPEN:

AUTOMATIC SLIDING DOORS. A blue, TRANSLUCENT SCANNER 
descends upon Wei and Saouckson as they enter.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, MAINFRAME -- CONTINUOUS

The ancient technology here is dusty.

In the center, A HELMSMAN -- his back to us -- is dressed 
in a long black robe before a workstation. With ease, he 
maneuvers the FLOATING GREEN CHARTS accented with white 
markings of information... Wei and Saouckson enter. 

The Helmsman is PROUSE-DINE: 30's, dark hair, PIERCING 
BLUE EYES. Sarcastic, but handsome in his own right. His 
precise articulation gives the allusion of an accent.

PROUSE
Perhaps his majesty’s counterpart 
did not relay the urgency of my 
summons.
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Prouse turns and gives an insincere, underwhelming bow.

SAOUCKSON
This isn’t Calipri. You don’t 
summon our Emperor like a lapdog.

PROUSE
I’ll be sure to remember that the 
very next time I vow never to 
return to this hole in a wall of a 
kingdom again. No offense Majesty.

WEI
He says you bring word.

PROUSE
I tell Saouckson-Pli. Saouckson-
Pli tells his majesty. 

WEI
Lord Emissary.

Saouckson and Prouse have a brief, but intense staring 
match. Prouse grins and continues with his charts.

PROUSE
Jorn-Cree, Vorshhi’s Realm 
Emissary, informed me only an half 
hour ago that a Longshhirim vessel 
had broken through the Realm Gate.

WEI
How is that possible?

PROUSE
A question I regret not asking 
Jorn-Cree before I had him 
executed. Here is their location. 
They are moving quickly having at 
last devoured their own system. 
And if you have not already 
guessed Emperor, Jericho is next 
on the menu.

SAOUCKSON
Calipri is just as much a part of 
Yhevenah as Jericho. How does 
Aurmand plan to defend his people?

PROUSE
Longshhirim are not intelligent 
beasts, but even they would not 
attack such a power. 

(MORE)
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Calipri’s defenses are too high 
and their numbers too many. But 
Jericho? They will kill you all, 
then eat... I understand that you 
wish to honor the traditions set 
forth by your ancestors, that 
Jericho forever remain autonomous.

WEI
And we will hold to that.

PROUSE (CONT’D)
But without the czar’s protection, 
the Longshhirim will lay waste to 
your land and annihilate your 
people. It is a simple truth, 
therefore, you have a simple 
choice. Your daughter or your 
kingdom... Or perhaps his majesty 
would care to sound the alarm.

WEI
Summon the Province Generals.

Saouckson nods. Vexed and unimpressed, Prouse eyes 
Saouckson as he goes. He again returns to his chart.

PROUSE
The choices you make.

WEI
He is the most trustworthy man 
that you or I will ever know.

PROUSE
Well, trust is not going to save 
your people, Emperor. I would take 
a closer look at my armory.

INT. LORD ZEADUS’ PALACE, A DARK STONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

ZEADUS (40's) and bedecked with one too many jewels. A 
MALE SERVANT smooths the wrinkles from his crushed velvet 
cape. Zeadus grimaces and shakes him off. Male Servant 
finds a small GOLDEN BOX -- each lord has one. He presses 
the black button atop it --  a blue, TRANSLUCENT SCANNER. 
Zeadus vanishes through it: A JUMP.

INT. LORD GORAN’S PALACE, BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

GORAN (40's). A shorter, rounder version of Zeadus. His 
MALE SERVANT takes ‘the box’ from a shelf...

PROUSE (CONT'D)
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INT. LORD WILFUR’S PALACE, ARMORY -- CONTINUOUS

WILFUR (30's) tall, dark skinned, serious. He stands with 
a MALE SERVANT who presses the button. Wilfur takes a 
particular sword from the wall then makes the JUMP.

INT. LORD HAMSHIRE’S PALACE, DINING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

A feast has been abandoned. MALE SERVANTS assist HAMSHIRE  
(40's) a gentle face, with his armor. One Servant takes 
the box. Accompanied by STATIC, the scanner appears.

INT. BRALEN’S CASTLE, DARK STAIRWELL -- CONTINUOUS

A MALE SERVANT is rushing up the steps with the box. 
BRALEN (40's) is rushing down. The scanner appears. 
Bralen vanishes through. 

EXT. MORTREN III’S PALACE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

SERVANTS move about with mechanical-like efficiency. In 
the midst, an archery target. MORTREN III (30's) tall, 
intense. He is not far from his son, YOUNG MORTREN IV, 9, 
who is shooting arrows at an archery target when a MALE 
SERVANT approaches and whispers in Mortren III's ear. 
Mortren III follows him -- Mortren IV watches his father 
make the JUMP. He turns back. Fires! BULL’S-EYE.

EXT. ZEADUS’ PROVINCE, STREETS -- CONTINUOUS

SOLDIERS fill panicked streets, ushering CITIZENS to 
safety. A SOOT COVERED BOY, 8, steps out of a run down 
shop to eye the spectacle: YOUNG DEBIN. He is ambitious.

EXT. PROVINCES OF JERICHO, PLAINS -- CONTINUOUS

Smooth green earth is destroyed by thousands of MOUNTED 
SOLDIERS racing toward and through an ELONGATED SCANNER.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, SPARE HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Marble floors, rose gold pillars, diamond chandeliers, 
Jericho Castle is stunning, even with GUARDS all over...

Six MALE SERVANTS walk with Wei -- three carry his golden 
armor and black chainmail while the others remove his 
clothing, replacing it with the armor and chainmail. 
Within moments, Wei is fully dressed for battle. 
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He takes his helmet and continues round a corner where 
two GUARDS stand on either side of an open door.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, CONFERENCE HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Guards stand on either side of an ACTIVE SCANNER. 

Mortren III enters through the scanner and walks to 
Wilfur’s side. Each Lord is now present, bowing at Wei’s 
entrance -- Zeadus and Goran could be more reverent.

WEI
Mortren. Wilfur. Bralen. 
Hamshire... Zeadus, Goran.

MORTREN III
My lord, an additional two 
thousand of my men have been 
assigned to sentry your castle.

WILFUR
And mine as well, my lord.

Zeadus and Goran exchange a look.

GORAN
My lord, we are not all dressed 
for battle. 

WEI
My armory is at your disposal.  
Now. The Longshhirim have broken 
through the Realm Gate. These 
beasts. They are unlike any foe we-

ZEADUS
Majesty, this is not the first 
time we’ve faced adversity. Would 
not time be better served rallying 
our men, not ourselves?

GORAN
A fair question.

Wilfur and Mortren III exchange a look.

WEI
Have you ever encountered the  
Longshhirim, Goran? ...answer me.

GORAN
No... My lord.
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WEI
And Zeadus, are you at all 
familiar how to defend yourself 
against the beasts? ...answer me.

ZEADUS
No, my lord.

WEI
So you have no learning for how to 
defend yourself and, therefore, no 
knowledge to rally your men with. 
Correct?

ZEADUS
...correct, my lord.

WEI
Then I can rightly tell you that 
your time would be better served 
listening, not speaking.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, A WINDOWLESS ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

The entire room is STEEL. GUARDS. Young Nixxon. Bonnie.

EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Thousands of SOLDIERS: Some mounted, some with BELT-FED 
CROSSBOWS. Some at catapults filled with stringed flails. 
Wei and the SIX LORDS meet Saouckson who is in the midst.

SAOUCKSON
I’ve heard from Prouse. Minutes.

WEI
You two have been corresponding 
quite a bit of late. I fear losing 
you to Calipri. Perhaps I should 
seek out a new general.

(smirks, trots...)
Brothers! The Longshhirim come for 
us! For Jericho! Do not hold out a 
prayer that Calipri will come to 
our aid because they won’t! We 
inhabit the only land that has 
refused to bow to the czar these 
eight thousand years! We remain 
free and independent only because 
we fight free and independent! 

(SOLDIERS ROAR)
(MORE)
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But these beasts are unlike any 
other we have ever faced! They 
rain from the sky and have the 
strength of a dozen men! So do not 
look to wound them! Look for a new 
head to pin atop your mantle! So 
when these bastards fall to the 
earth unleash upon them everything 
you’ve ever heard about hell!

SOLDIERS ROAR. Wei returns to Saouckson's side. 
A good general is hard to come by 
so try not to get killed. 

Saouckson unsheathes a long, VICIOUSLY CURVED SWORD. Wei 
unsheathes a sword of his own -- a lime-colored BURST OF 
ELECTRICITY rips up its middle. He looks over. Smirks.

Saouckson flicks his wrist -- SHOOTING OUT FROM, but 
staying attached to his sword, two dozen two-inch SPIKES, 
a dozen on either side. A BEAT, and the spikes SPIKE! 
Saouckson smirks to himself. Wei’s smirk fades.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, MAINFRAME -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse is working the floating charts when a MOVING RED 
DOT appears on one. He speaks into his WRIST CLASP.

PROUSE
I must speak with your emperor.

INTERCUT: PROUSE / WEI & SAOUCKSON...

SAOUCKSON
(into his own clasp)

He can hear you.

PROUSE 
It is not too late to offer up 
that daughter of yours, Emperor.

SAOUCKSON (O.S.)
Go to hell.

PROUSE
(glances about)

Anything else?

WEI (O.S.)
What do you know of their numbers?

PROUSE 
Only that they outnumber yours.

WEI (CONT'D)
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The moving red dot has slowed. It stops. BLINKS while...

PROUSE (CONT’D)
I do hope that you survive 
Emperor. Though I will not cling 
too tightly to the notion.

Prouse severs the connection...

Saouckson scoffs when darkness covers the grounds. Above 
the clouds, an unseen, monstrous vessel SCREECHES TO A 
HALT. All look to the sky.

SAOUCKSON
Archers!

In the sky, dozens of TINY FLASHES OF WHITE LIGHT. Each 
accompanied by a stifled SONIC BOOM. More and more...

WEI
Don’t get killed.

They rain from the sky... 

TEN FOOT, FUR COVERED BEASTS -- brown, black, white, 
grey. Similarly formed like muscular men. Two closely set 
eyes above a flat round nose. Weighty fangs hang from 
black gums, dripping with blacker saliva. Thick manes run 
from their crown to their lower back. DOUBLE HANDED 
WRISTS that grip four foot iron clubs: THE LONGSHHIRIM.

WEI (CONT’D)
Remember your mantle! 

Arrows fly! Flails are catapulted! Dead or alive, each 
Longshhirim leaves its impact in the earth upon arrival. 

Jericho’s Soldiers defend as many are stomped upon, 
ripped apart, backhanded into eternity by the 
Longshhirim's brute strength alone. A BLOOD BATH.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, ROOFTOP -- CONTINUOUS

Soldiers with arrows charged with the LIME-ELECTRIC 
CURRENT defend all sides as the Longshhirim rain down...

EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Wei and Saouckson are fighting together when Saouckson is 
yanked from his horse! He rolls, comes up swinging when 
the Longshhirim catches his blade, SQUEEZING IT LIKE 
NOTHING while slowly forcing him down when-
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The Longshhirim's severed head knocks Saouckson in the 
face. Mounted, grinning, Wei pulls Saouckson to his feet.

WEI
Don’t get killed.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, A WINDOWLESS ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Bonnie is cradling Young Nixxon when Longshhirim BREAK 
THROUGH A WALL! Bonnie shields Young Nixxon, but Young 
Nixxon is not afraid; she is fascinated. 

EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Each Province Lord is fighting ferociously... Wei is 
still mounted when a Longshhirim snaps his horse’s neck. 
Wei falls, rolls to avoid a STOMP -- Saouckson spots the 
interaction and leaps atop a free running horse.

The Longshhirim lifts its club high over Wei- SLICE! Its 
severed head hits Wei in the face. Saouckson, grinning, 
reaches a hand down. Begrudged, Wei accepts it...

Thousands dead, yet the battle STILL RAGES. Saouckson 
jumps on the back of a beast, REPEATEDLY STABBING IT IN 
THE NECK -- A YOUNG SCREAM! His eyes find it -- a SOLDIER 
drowning in his own armor is lifted by a Longshhirim.

The Longshhirim ROARS -- Saouckson yanks back his sword 
then takes the tiny Soldier, yanking off his helmet: 
YOUNG DEBIN. Saouckson pushes Young Debin to the ground 
and quickly cuts down an oncoming Longshhirim.

YOUNG DEBIN
That was amazing! Ow!

Saouckson drags him to a pile of bodies where he watches, 
awestruck as Saouckson slashes back into the fight. 

SAOUCKSON
(clasp BEEPS)

What?!

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, MAINFRAME -- CONTINUOUS

PROUSE
Is this a bad time? Apologies.

SAOUCKSON (O.S.)
What the hell is it?!
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PROUSE
The craft that provided passage 
for your downy guests is now on 
its merry way...

INTERCUT: Prouse / Saouckson...

Saouckson looks to the sky. The darkness is lifting...

SAOUCKSON (O.S.)
Where are they going?!

PROUSE
Would you believe that I forgot to 
ask? But if you give me a moment-

Annoyed, Prouse severs communication. He waves a hand and 
the charts collapse into his “JUMP KEY”... 

Wei and his Soldiers notice the lightened sky. 

WEI
Drive them to the center!

Wei jumps on a free horse and leads the charge to drive 
the Longshhirim into engulfment where he takes in the 
devastation. Saouckson and the SIX LORDS approach.

WILFUR 
Thousands still live, Majesty.

WEI
We don’t take prisoners. 

Wei turns his horse and gallops toward Jericho Castle. 

SAOUCKSON
You heard your emperor! If you 
have one blade, find another!

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, FRONT STEPS -- CONTINUOUS

Wei dismounts. His beaten and bloodied Soldiers stare 
motionless as he enters the castle.

EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- SHORT WHILE LATER

Wilfur sets fire to one of dozens of piles of Longshhirim 
bodies -- some buried beneath are not quite dead yet. 
Saouckson turns to spot desperate Young Debin. Great.
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INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Wei has removed his armor and is being followed by HALL 
SERVANTS attempting to treat his wounds. He brushes them 
off and opens a nearby door. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Pinks and blues. A room for a little princess. 

Young Nixxon is tucked in, but awake. Bonnie excuses 
herself as Wei enters. He sits beside Young Nixxon.

YOUNG NIXXON
What were those animals?

WEI
It doesn’t matter now.

YOUNG NIXXON
Tell me a story.

WEI
The sunken city? Alright. Well, 
Lord Rambone was a good man with a 
curious mind. Always searching the 
sky for new stars. But one day, 
while swimming in the sea, he saw 
the most beautiful being he had 
ever beheld.

YOUNG NIXXON
A mermaid?

WEI
That’s right. She followed him to 
shore and regaled him with talk of 
life beneath the waves. Rambone 
couldn’t help himself and fell in 
love with her. Desperate to be 
with her always, he agreed to 
follow her to a new world. But 
when the mermaid’s father learned 
of it, he forbade her from ever 
visiting the surface again.

YOUNG NIXXON
Did he ever see the mermaid again?

WEI
Funny you should ask. After ninety-
nine days of waiting by the shore, 
Rambone lost all hope. 

(MORE)
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But on the one hundredth day, a 
beautiful enchantress appeared and 
promised to reunite him with his 
beloved. Suddenly, the ground 
began to shake and the sea began 
to rise. Soon Lord Rambone 
realized that the sea was not 
rising, but rather he was sinking. 
And down to the depths sank 
Rambone and his city.

YOUNG NIXXON
Did anyone die?

Wei hesitates. He eyes his blood stained shirt, smiles.

WEI
Not a soul. They were all rescued 
by mermaids and Rambone was 
reunited with his beloved.

YOUNG NIXXON
(smiles)

Tell me something funny.

WEI
What do you call our land on a 
smoldering hot day? Jeri- Cocoa.

Young Nixxon smiles as Wei kisses her forehead. 

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, FRONT STEPS -- LATER, NIGHT

Prouse frowns as Saouckson, the Six Lords, Province 
Generals and hundreds more Soldiers approach.

PROUSE
Where is your emperor? 

SAOUCKSON
Safe.

Prouse re-enters the castle. Saouckson spits to the side.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Remnants of a woman’s touch.

Wei enters and moves to the bed canopied with deep red 
drapes -- one is missing. Wei turns -- the missing drape 
hangs on the wall, hiding something. He musters the 
courage and takes a low corner when-

WEI (CONT'D)
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A KNOCK. Wei quickly steps away from the drape.

WEI
Enter... Oh.

SAOUCKSON
Your men wait to honor you.

Wei scoffs, moving to a small table. He opens the jewelry 
box upon it. Carefully, he lifts out a string of pearls.

WEI  
Does honor protect those we love 
when they need us most? No.

Saouckson lowers his head, familiar with what comes next.
Does it safeguard our land when 
beasts rain from the sky? No!
Thousands of my men lie dead- 
Drenched in their own blood and 
you stand there speaking to me of 
honor. Ridiculous!

SAOUCKSON
No battle is without casualties. 

WEI
Quiet... We’ve never lost so many 
men. Those beasts have put their 
own reputation to shame and they 
weren’t even here very long. 
Thousands dead. And look at us. 
Look at you. Not even a scratch.

SAOUCKSON
You take too much upon yourself.

WEI
I must take it all upon myself! I 
am the emperor!

SAOUCKSON
And my dearest friend. The lives 
we lost, it wasn’t your fault...
L’Lyla’s death was not your fault. 
It couldn’t be helped. 

WEI
Couldn’t be helped. You’ve always 
been one to omit details friend.

SAOUCKSON
Only when they blur facts. Remove 
that drape. 

(MORE)
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It’s the only likeness left of 
her. You should at least enjoy it.

Saouckson goes. Wei glances over at the drape.

A BEEP. Wei waves a hand -- a HOLOGRAM: A counsel of 12 
OLDER MEN seated behind one high, joined bench: THE CRE.

CRE OFFICIAL #1
Emperor Wei, you survived.

WEI
You sound surprised, your Grace.

CRE OFFICIAL #1
Given that your land’s defenses 
leave much to be desired, I am.

WEI
How may I be of service?

CRE OFFICIAL #2 
Only moments ago, this counsel was 
petitioned to strip you of your 
title and force you to yield your 
throne to Czar Aurmand of Calipri. 
By two of your own Lords.

CRE OFFICIAL #1
We tend to have no dealings with 
autonomous nations other than that 
their Realm Emissary lays before 
us. But given that Jericho has 
defied the odds at every turn, we 
determined you were deserved of 
this courtesy.

WEI
I’m touched.

CRE OFFICIAL #1
Your decision to remain an 
independent nation is honorable, 
Emperor. But foolish. 

The hologram dissolves leaving Wei to contemplate.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Dozens of Servants and hundreds of redressed Soldiers. 
Saouckson makes for the emperor’s table -- Prouse is 
already here tossing grapes. Saouckson sighs, sits. 

SAOUCKSON (CONT'D)
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PROUSE
I will never understand why you 
despise me so. I am the one who 
was wronged by you. And last I saw 
you I, as an Emissary of the Realm 
was in attendance at the emperor’s 
nuptials to that Veyran girl. I 
will never get over the way her 
father just handed her over.

SAOUCKSON
He did save their planet.

PROUSE
Right, yes. The supernova. Still, 
it was you who was in charge of 
evacuations. I expected you to 
have first pluck from Veyra’s 
nectarous garden.

(SAOUCKSON stares)
Do you know what I want? For you 
to find happiness. I want that for 
you so that I can take it all 
away... Are you still fond of that 
servant girl?

They glare -- A BEEP -- Prouse places a bud in his ear...

PROUSE (CONT’D)
Find Wei. I have a message.

SAOUCKSON
Tell me and I’ll deliver it.

PROUSE
As an emissary of the realm-

SAOUCKSON
For fuck’s sake.

PROUSE
I am content to deliver it on my
own behalf. I will, however, share 
it. Auer, the czar’s eldest son is 
dead. Drowned.

SAOUCKSON
Tragic. And you can tell him your 
damn self.

Saouckson downs his drink and goes. Prouse smirks.

Saouckson bumps into BREE, 20’s, a maid, attractive. She 
blushes, but Saouckson brushes past her. She exhales.
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INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Groomed and fresh, Wei turns a corner. Prouse spots him. 

PROUSE
There you are! The security of 
your castle is beyond me.

WEI
If you are welcome within, you are 
free to roam.

PROUSE
And murder you in your sleep no 
doubt.

WEI
What is it?

PROUSE
It is with much regret that I must 
hastily depart your presence.

WEI
That is to be regretted.

PROUSE
Sincerity in its highest form. You 
will lament all the more to learn 
that Auer, the czar’s eldest son 
is dead. And, as an Emissary of 
the Realm, it somehow falls to me
to make arrangements.

WEI
Please express my condolences to 
Aurmand. That is a loss I...

Prouse presses his JUMP KEY -- it appears as liquid gold.

PROUSE
Nonetheless, continue to keep an 
eye on that adorable daughter of 
yours, Emperor. After all, she and 
the czar’s remaining son are only 
three years apart.

Prouse makes the JUMP. Wei ponders his words.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Wei is met with applause. He forces a smile then takes 
the head at the royal table. Saouckson is already seated. 
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Bree is nearby, refilling goblets. Blushing, she eyes 
Saouckson who is ignoring her. Wei rolls his eyes.

WEI
Are you blind or incapable?

SAOUCKSON
I’ve expressed my disinterest.

WEI
You’re always expressing your 
disinterest, but sooner or later  
you won’t be able to resist.

JAIRUS, 60’s, smug, ‘the butler’, approaches. Behind him, 
taking their seats-

JAIRUS
The Province Lords of Jericho.

WEI
Prouse-Dine will not be joining 
us. An urgent matter in Calipri.

GORAN
Calipri. I’m told they dine with 
ruby goblets and sapphire dishes. 

ZEADUS
With diamond crusted utensils.

SAOUCKSON
You two never cease to amaze me. 
You burn with lust for dinnerware.

ZEADUS
I believe what Goran means to say 
is, we could do with a few minor 
upgrades in Jericho.

MORTREN III
If that is what Goran means to say 
then why doesn’t he say it?

WILFUR
Because his mouth is full. 

SAOUCKSON
If you’re unsatisfied with 
Jericho’s beauty then abandon your 
posts and pack up for Calipri.

Timid, Bralen and Hampshire exchange looks.
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ZEADUS
I did not say that Jericho was not 
beautiful. What I said-

SAOUCKSON
Was nothing!

The hall falls silent. Wei lifts his goblet high.

WEI
More wine for me, Bree.

(jokingly)
And less for him.

Cheer returns to the hall. Bree approaches -- both Wei 
and Saouckson’s goblets are full. She goes. Wei signals 
Jairus then casually digs in.

WEI (CONT’D)
Tomorrow we shall gather in my 
throne room where I shall instruct 
how you are to address the 
provinces on the losses Jericho 
has suffered among other things. 
However, I can guarantee that what 
we shall not discuss is plateware. 
Lord Wilfur, Lord Mortren, your 
sons shall accompany you.

(JAIRUS arrives)
Lords Zeadus and Goran have 
finished their meals. Take their 
plates and their forks- Thank you.

Zeadus and Goran indignantly stand and follow Jairus. Wei 
looks to Saouckson and nods. Saouckson leaves the hall.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson enters. He approaches the hanging drape. He 
peeks -- a painting of an attractive, raven-haired WOMAN.

Saouckson angrily yanks on the drape and-

Later now, Wei enters. Halts. The drape is now on the 
floor. He looks -- the painting is of L’LYLA and Wei, her 
complexion is tan and features exotic. Wei stares.

EXT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- LATER

Dozens of grassy acres surround the simple cottage. 
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INT. SAOUCKSON’S STABLE -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson leads his horse inside. Over in a corner, 
little Nezdulan sound asleep. Saouckson almost smiles.

INT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- CONTINUOUS

Bland, though he has been living here for years. Young 
Debin stands at Saouckson’s entrance.

YOUNG DEBIN
Thank you, you saved my life sir. 
I want to be a soldier like you.

(SAOUCKSON starts-)
My name is Debin. I’m eight.

SAOUCKSON
Where are your parents?

YOUNG DEBIN
Dead sir. I’m assistant to a 
blacksmith. I shoe horses.

Saouckson takes a flask from the mantle -- the head of a 
strange beast hangs there. He drinks, looking him over.

SAOUCKSON
Tomorrow you go back to whatever 
family you have left. 

Debin starts, but Saouckson has already disappeared into 
the only room with a door. He returns with a blanket 
which he tosses while disappearing back into the room.

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
We leave at dawn.

EXT. FOREST -- AFTERNOON 

A YOUNG MAN, his face unseen as he cups the face of a 
YOUNG WOMAN, dark hair, face unseen, and kisses her, his 
hand gently running over the thick diamond choker about 
her neck that is decorated with EMERALD MERMAIDS.

YOUNG MAN
Run away with me.

INSERT QUICK CUT: Young Woman’s hands, face still unseen, 
cling to the BREAKING GROUND of a terrible CREVICE. Young 
Man’s hand reaches for her- The ground crumbles! Young 
Woman’s SCREAMS ECHO as she is lost to the earth-
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INT. SAOUCKSON’S BEDROOM -- MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT

Saouckson sits up! He glances about out of breath. A 
moment, he sits up and opens a drawer -- a jump key.

INT. JERICHO, NIXXON’S BECHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Young Nixxon is roused from her sleep. She rolls over to 
see Saouckson’s smiling face. She smiles back.

EXT. JERICHO FOREST -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson races on horseback with Young Nixxon. He spots 
a boar a ways off. He halts his horse and dismounts with 
her. They are hidden within the bushes. 

Saouckson points ahead. Young Nixxon takes a deep breath. 
She lifts her bow and fires an arrow, but misses. She 
looks back at Saouckson who is stone-faced. She fires 
again and misses when the boar grunts.

Frightened, Young Nixxon drops her bow as the boar races 
in their direction. Saouckson pulls her to her feet then 
fires a crippling, but non-fatal arrow into the boar.

SAOUCKSON
Fear is myth. You never back away! 
Kill it!

Young Nixxon repositions her bow. 

Saouckson has packed the dead boar onto his horse. He 
then mounts with Nixxon.

YOUNG NIXXON
Is this our secret?

SAOUCKSON
(kisses her head)

Always. Hiyah!

INT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- DAWN

Saouckson enters, exhausted from the mid-night hunt. He 
sighs at the sight of Young Debin then gently kicks him.

EXT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson is waiting with his horse, the boar’s limbs 
roasting over a nearby fire. 
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Saouckson eats, watching Young Debin struggle to coax 
resistant Nezdulan out of the stable. Saouckson 
approaches, calms little Nezdulan.

SAOUCKSON
Have you ever handled a horse?

YOUNG DEBIN
Yes, sir. I shoe them, I swear.

SAOUCKSON
It’s alright. He’s no usual horse.

YOUNG DEBIN
I know. I’ve never seen a Charger 
before. Are the myths true?

SAOUCKSON
(grins)

He’s too young to mount. 

EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- SHORT WHILE LATER

Under dozens of joined white tents, the grounds have 
become a HOSPITAL. The WOUNDED are dispersed on cots,  
waiting to be treated by DOCTORS, NURSES. Wei, leading 
Young Nixxon, stops and INQUIRES after them to a Nurse. 

Young Nixxon steps away. Hesitant, she pats the shoulder 
of a Wounded Soldier. Wei catches that, smiles.

Just outside the tents, Saouckson and Young Debin, who is 
holding a rope attached to Nezdulan, dismount.

SAOUCKSON
Dammit, kid. Stand up straight.

Wei and Young Nixxon approach. Young Debin's sudden bow 
brings a smile to Wei’s face. Saouckson nudges Young 
Debin.

YOUNG DEBIN
I am Debin, my lord.

Young Nixxon pulls on Wei’s sleeve, whispers.

WEI
Yes, I do believe that is your 
pony. Debin, bring it over please-

Little Nezdulan instinctively trots straight to Young 
Nixxon. She kneels and pets him. Young Debin’s jaw drops. 
Saouckson puts a hand under his chin, shutting his mouth.
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WEI (CONT’D)
General Pli, a moment.

SAOUCKSON
Go play with her.

WEI
I see you’ve adopted. 

SAOUCKSON 
I found him. Now the little 
bastard thinks he’s staying. 

WEI
So you’re his father now?

SAOUCKSON
Absolutely not.

(looks over)
I said play with her!

Young Debin hits his knees, pets Nezdulan. Wei smiles.

WEI
Hamshire’s province was the only 
to suffer casualties. Fortunately, 
those numbers are few. Prouse says 
the beasts fled. I- 

SAOUCKSON
Those monsters breed numbers we 
couldn’t in a hundred lifetimes 
survive against. They had the 
upper hand. Why flee? 

WEI
Hamshire’s province is at the 
border. And as Prouse stated, 
their defenses are too high and 
their numbers too many. Perhaps 
they feared Calipri would attack 
due to proximity.

(SAOUCKSON ponders)
To whom does the boy belong?

SAOUCKSON
He’s an orphan. Or so he says.

WEI
Well, then I hereby transfer him 
to your care. Come, Nixxon.

SAOUCKSON
Absolutely not! 
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WEI
You’ll make an excellent father. 
Don’t you agree, love?

YOUNG NIXXON
You can teach him to hunt!

Her words deflate Saouckson.

SAOUCKSON
You can’t do this to me.

WEI
I am the emperor.

(lifts Young Nixxon)
Love. Father has a very special 
task for you. Are you up to it?

Young Nixxon nods, triggering a smile from Wei. Saouckson 
looks away, catching Young Debin eyeing Young Nixxon.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINOUS

Young Nixxon stands beside Wei who is seated on his 
throne. Before them: Saouckson with Debin, Hamshire, 
Bralen, Zeadus, Goran and Mortren III.

WEI
If any of you have an questions 
regarding what we’ve just 
discussed now would be the time to 
ask those questions... Very well.

Wei looks to Young Nixxon. Nervous, she steps forward.

YOUNG NIXXON
Lords Zeadus and Goran step 
forward... You’ve dishonored my 
father by devising a plan to 
unseat him from his throne. 

ZEADUS
Your majesty. You are very young 
and do not yet understand-

Wei’s grimace prompts Saouckson to unsheathe two blades. 

YOUNG NIXXON
How do you plead?

ZEADUS
...guilty.

GORAN
...guilty.
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YOUNG NIXXON
For your honesty, my father grants 
you mercy. But for ten years to 
come, your duties shall be managed 
by General Pli. If after this time 
you are found to be worthy of your 
post, so you shall remain. If not-

(confident, smiles)
You shall be executed and your 
heads will decorate his hall. 

Saouckson, curious, concerned, eyes Nixxon’s smile while 
Zeadus and Goran, both outraged, are escorted out.

WEI
You did very well.

Wei can’t help but smile as Nixxon throws her arms around 
him. Saouckson averts his attention elsewhere until Young 
Nixxon runs past him. On her smiling face and-

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, GARDEN -- AFTERNOON [13 YEARS LATER]

Smiling, NIXXON spots Bonnie.

NIXXON
Can I help?

Bonnie smiles and nods toward a small bag. Nixxon kneels 
beside her, taking the bag and seeding the ground.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
What kind of flowers are these?

BONNIE
They’re called magnolias. A gift 
to your father from the Czar.

NIXXON
The czar sent my father flowers?

BONNIE
Your father is admired in our 
realm. He is a kind man.

NIXXON
Too kind.

Nixxon smiles at Bonnie who smiles back, the two gently 
bumping shoulders when a RAIN OF SOIL pours over them.

BONNIE
What the- You!
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DEBIN 
So sorry. I didn’t see you.

Nixxon throws a shrub in Debin’s face! The two take off 
running as Bonnie brushes herself off. She smiles.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Wei halts to gaze out the window -- Nixxon and Debin are 
laughing, chasing each other down the grounds. Wei lowers 
his gaze then continues on.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, STABLE GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon and Debin race down the grounds, but stop to watch 
the dozens of Soldiers training -- hand to hand combat. 

VIERN (40’s), is training CAMBERN (17, pudgy). Viern is 
merciless with him. Nixxon walks over -- ALL bow.

NIXXON
I assume you singled him out 
because he’s the best and you want 
to make him better.

VIERN
Quite the opposite, your majesty. 
The extra weight flapping over his 
belt slows his reflexes making him 
an easy target for enemies and a 
danger to those around him.

NIXXON
Or perhaps your tactics are simply 
ineffective.

Nixxon smirks then turns, throwing a punch which knocks 
Cambern down, bloodying his nose. Nixxon is disappointed.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Come on man.

Cambern stands, wiping his nose. He raises his fists and 
Viern nods at him. Nixxon goes after Cambern! He does his 
best, but is easily bested by Nixxon in every way though 
she does not truly hurt him.

Annoyed, Nixxon halts. She stares at pitiful Cambern.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
You were right, Viern. He is 
awful. But that’s your fault!
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Nixxon attacks Viern! Both block the other’s moves as all 
move closer to watch. Nixxon bloodies Viern’s face.

VIERN
This is not true combat, Empress.

NIXXON
And humiliation is ineffective.

She knees Viern in the groin -- Soldiers and Trainees 
snicker. Nixxon roughly pats Viern’s face several times 
then turns to Cambern. She eyes him, but he cannot meet 
her gaze. Nixxon lowers her gaze and walks on.

VIERN
(glaring at Cambern)

Return to your training!

Further up the grounds a STABLEMAN is brushing a now 
fully grown Nezdulan who spots Nixxon and gallops to her. 
Nixxon pets him lovingly. 

NIXXON
Hey, Nezzy- Hey!

Debin has put Nixxon in a headlock. 

DEBIN
His name is Nezdulan, Princess. 
Come on, say it! Say it. 

Nezdulan WHINNIES, rises back on his hind legs! Saouckson 
gallops into view from the far distance. He increases his 
speed at the sight!

SAOUCKSON
Let her go. Now!

DEBIN
Trust me, she can handle her own.

Saouckson frees Nixxon then pushes Debin hard and much 
further than what is physically right. He turns-

Nezdulan’s expression matches his now GROWL-LIKE WHINNIES 
as he lowers to the ground, arching his back like a cat. 
He leaps toward Debin- Saouckson quickly steps in front! 
With great difficulty, he manages to calm Nezdulan.

NIXXON
What’s the matter with him-

SAOUCKSON
The Emperor was looking for you.
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INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S LIBRARY -- EVENING, CONTINUOUS

Wei is seated at his desk. A knock.

WEI
Good god- Just come in!

(SAOUCKSON enters)
Nixxon was upset. What happened?

SAOUCKSON
Nothing of note. Nezdulan is very 
protective of Nixxon, as you know. 

WEI
Indeed. Just last week he kicked 
my messenger in the chest for 
getting what I assume what he 
believed to be too close to her. 

SAOUCKSON
He’s a very spirited animal.

WEI
Well, that spirit broke four of my 
messenger’s ribs and crushed his 
hand. Sit. Tell me of the search.

SAOUCKSON
Four years and not a trace.

WEI
Women do not simply vanish into 
thin air, Saouckson! ...Nixxon has 
established an orphanage. 

SAOUCKSON
It’s no coincidence that those 
missing women are all native to 
the province that borders Calipri.

WEI
I’ve spoken with Aurmand. They did 
not cross over. I believe we’re 
dealing with an undetectable 
danger... We need allies. 

Wei raises a letter. Saouckson takes it and reads.

SAOUCKSON
The Czar of Calipri humbly 
requests the presence of the 
honorable Emperor- It’s bullshit. 
His way of orchestrating a meeting 
between Nixxon and his shit son.
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WEI
I’m aware... We visited Calipri as 
children. When compared to them we 
haven’t yet discovered the wheel. 
We must progress. If I could 
reason with Aurmand-

SAOUCKSON
There’s no reasoning with Calipri! 

WEI
So I should barter my daughter or 
let my people fall into eventual 
ruin? Those are my options?

(SAOUCKSON starts-)
Women are missing Saouckson! And 
their Emperor lacks the tools 
necessary to locate them.

(stands, paces)
If I can’t protect my people I am 
undeserving of the crown... What 
do you know of Rambone’s city? 

SAOUCKSON
Rambone was a fool who disrupted 
his shore’s biodiversity. That is 
why his city sank. And gateways 
are nothing more than myth.

WEI
...a gateway can provide access to 
technologies within and beyond our 
realm. We could be free of worry. 
Free of reliance on Prouse-Dine.

(SAOUCKSON scoffs)
His efforts have benefitted 
Jericho on more than one occasion. 
And what is this quarrel? You 
rarely encounter the man.

SAOUCKSON
Listen to me. The gateway belongs 
in the depths with Rambone’s city.

WEI
So they do exist?

(grins, sits)
Debin. Tell me of his training.

SAOUCKSON
His training is coming along 
remarkably well. Thirteen years 
and he’s finally on the verge of 
possessing manners.
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WEI
He and Nixxon are close-

SAOUCKSON
He’s unworthy.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, OUTSIDE WEI’S LIBRARY -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson shuts the door, nods to Bree who is nearing. He 
takes a step, but she steps in front of him and grins. 
Saouckson glances about. He gives her a quick kiss then 
continues on. Bree silently congratulates herself.

INT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME, BEDROOM -- LATER

Debin is perched on the top bunk when Saouckson enters. 
Debin rolls his eyes and lies back.

Saouckson disregards him and readies for bed.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, BACKYARD -- AFTERNOON 

A WOMAN’S HAND caresses Wei’s face. He takes her hand and 
kisses it: L’LYLA -- the day ‘the painting’ was crafted. 
She whispers something in his ear that makes him smile.

INT. WEI’S BEDCHAMBER -- EARLY MORNING

In bed, Wei wakes. He looks over at the painting of him 
and L’Lyla. He then glances at a painting of Nixxon.

EXT. CALIPRI CASTLE, COURTYARD -- MORNING

Nixxon, dressed in a shimmering pink gown, exits. She 
approaches Wei and Saouckson who are both smiling, 
waiting outside a carriage.

WEI
You look-

SAOUCKSON
You look-

Saouckson lowers his head. Wei smiles.

WEI (CONT’D)
You’re beautiful, love.

NIXXON
I’m uncomfortable, father.

Wei smiles broader, making way for Nixxon. 
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He assists her then enters the carriage. Saouckson 
exhales. He enters the carriage and shuts the door.

INT. CARRIAGE, ROAD TO CALIPRI -- LATER

Nixxon stares expectantly at Wei who is eyeing her with a 
half, somewhat melancholy smile. He gazes out the window.

NIXXON
Father, what is it?

Wei doesn’t respond.

Saouckson gives Nixxon an encouraging smile, but she 
disregards him and moves closer to Wei -- across him. 
Saouckson turns away from them, trying to ignore them.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Father. Listen to me. I know 
you’re doing your best. But 
Calipri-

A BUMP briefly lifts them from their seats. Nixxon looks 
out -- the road is now SMOOTH SAPPHIRES. Ten foot, white 
marble walls line both sides of the road. The grass 
literally is greener. 

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Calipri is not our future. Things 
could change if you change. 

(takes his hands)
You have to be stronger. For 
Jericho. For yourself. You’re too 
merciful.

Wei sighs. He lifts Nixxon’s hands and kisses them. He 
returns his gaze to the window. Nixxon eyes him, hiding 
her annoyance and disappointment. 

NIXXON (CONT’D)
I’m not marrying him. 

Nixxon returns to her original seat across Saouckson.

SAOUCKSON
(...softly)

It’s not easy for him.

Nixxon eyes Saouckson, glaring at him until he at last 
looks away. 

Each are now staring unhappily out a window.
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EXT. CALIPRI, INNER GATE -- CONTINUOUS

Dozens of FEMALE FEET rush down the sapphire street. The 
Female Feet stop in a multiline formation. SHH...

EXT. CALIPRI, OUTER GATE -- CONTINUOUS

The gate is two hundred feet tall. FOOTMEN open the 
carriage doors. Saouckson exits first, inspects when the 
gate slowly DISSIPATES to display Calipri's splendor: A 
CANDY LAND of precious jewels. Wei and Saouckson stare 
unimpressed as Nixxon cuts between them. She eyes it all.

CITIZENS line the street while the owners of the Female 
Feet stand in the midst: Varied ethnicities, all with 
platinum blonde hair and dark brows. They make way: 
Nixxon moves ahead, ‘politely’ swatting away rose petals 
that ‘rain’ from the sky. Wei and Saouckson follow.

EXT. CALIPRI, LAKE -- CONTINUOUS

The Women lead Nixxon, Wei and Saouckson to a vast lake. 
Across it, golden and magnificent: CALIPRI CASTLE.

Approaching, a small craft HOVERS across the waters, 
Prouse at the helm. He ‘parks’ on shore then exits. He 
completely disregards Wei and Saouckson, stopping before 
Nixxon. He bows deeply, kissing her hand.

PROUSE
Young Empress, if you only knew 
how pleased I was to learn that 
you would be accompanying your 
father.

(bows to Wei)
Emperor... Your general.

SAOUCKSON
Prouse.

PROUSE
(grins)

Shall we?

EXT. CALIPRI CASTLE, DRAWING GATE -- CONTINUOUS

Bringing the craft ashore, Prouse grins at Saouckson as 
six ten-foot hairless CYCLOPS file out the gate. Next, 
CZAR AURMAND: 50's, brown hair, brown eyes. Prouse takes 
Nixxon’s hand then leads them to Aurmand whose embrace 
takes Wei by surprise. 
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AURMAND
Emperor Wei. Too long. 

WEI
Czar Aurmand.

AURMAND
Ancient gods. Is this-

WEI
My daughter, Nixxon-

Nixxon takes Aurmand’s hand and lifts it to his mouth to 
kiss. Wei, Saouckson and Aurmand are each slightly 
surprised while Prouse is amused. Aurmand smiles 
pleasantly and kisses Nixxon’s hand.

AURMAND
Your daughter is very protective 
of you, Emperor. And exactly as 
our Realm Emissary has described 
her. Ever lovely.

Saouckson frowns. He knows those words.

Wei extends a hand. Nixxon returns to his side.

NIXXON
Your son doesn’t greet us?

AURMAND
My son... He is not present.

NIXXON
This is his birthday party.

SAOUCKSON
When should we expect your son?

Saouckson steps closer to Nixxon, both with the same 
expression, judging Aurmand. Wei offers a smile.

WEI
...I haven’t seen Calipri in ages. 

AURMAND
(grateful)

It would be my pleasure to show 
you, Emperor.

WEI
Ours, I’m sure.
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PROUSE
(bored now)

Well, if everyone is pleasured 
then it appears my work here is 
done. Pray excuse me...

AURMAND
He has a way with words that man. 

(smiles)
Please, follow me.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, MAIN HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Aurmand leads them through, Wei’s eyes acknowledging that 
Calipri Castle’s DREAMLIKE BEAUTY shames Jericho. Aurmand 
slows to walk with Nixxon. Saouckson looks back, but Wei 
motions for him to ignore it.

NIXXON
When should we expect your son? 
It’s an insult to my father and 
myself that we’ve come all this 
way for nothing.

AURMAND
I trust that Aurlin will-

NIXXON
The missing women from our 
province that borders your land. 

(halts, AURMAND too)
What are you really doing to help?

AURMAND
...Empress, as I’ve explained to 
your father-

NIXXON
Explain it to me.

Aurmand eyes Nixxon.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, GREAT HALL -- LATER

Nixxon stands in a corner with PEER FEMALE ROYALTY. She 
is not as thrilled to be here as they are.

MORTREN IV approaches. He bows before Nixxon, grinning.

MORTREN IV
Your Majesty.
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Nixxon stares blankly. She gathers her gown and walks 
away. He lifts his head, grinning after her -- Saouckson 
has seen this. He turns to Wei.

SAOUCKSON
Goran will die. The plateware is 
ruby. The goblets are sapphire.

Wei chuckles as Saouckson gives a rare smirk. Wei then 
spots LADY MELANE (30’s), attractive -- she blushes.

Prouse approaches while Wei is distracted. He grins at an 
immediately frustrated Saouckson.

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
Where the hell have you been?

PROUSE
An uprising in the Jhad’Sa prison 
system. An inmate has escaped. For 
now... Odd that I have never met 
your ward. Debin? I struggle to 
imagine you in any paternal- 

Wei has overheard, rolling his eyes. 

WEI
Perhaps your presense will be most 
effective in the Jhad’Sa Prison 
System, Realm Emissary.

Prouse stares blankly then steps away. Wei turns back, 
but Lady Melane is gone. Nixxon approaches. 

NIXXON
A birthday party where the 
birthday boy doesn’t even bother 
to show? It’s an insult.

WEI
But he’s answered my question.

NIXXON
...I’m ready to go.

AURMAND
(arrives, smiling)

Emperor, Empress, esteemed General 
Pli. It has been a true joy to 
have you all here. Truly.

WEI
And we are grateful for your 
hospitality, but home beckons us.
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Aurmand lowers his gaze. He then smiles, extends a jump 
key with Calipri’s insignia -- a DIAMOND CRUSTED 'C'. 

AURMAND (CONT’D)
Then please accept this token. To 
show that you are always welcome 
in Calipri. Always.

WEI
You are most kind, but I’m afraid 
I prefer the scenic route. 

Aurmand understands, smiles as Nixxon allows him to kiss 
her hand. She curtseys then takes Saouckson’s arm to his 
slight surprise. He faintly smiles, leading her away. 

AURMAND
You have been blessed with a 
remarkable daughter, Wei. Not like 
the vain, title-seeking girls in 
the courts. Nixxon. She’s special. 
Strong. I envy you.

(WEI starts-)
Aurlin is not like his late 
brother. And today he’s proven 
just how undeserving he is... Keep 
your daughter as far away from my 
son as you possibly can, Wei. 

Aurmand swallows as a NOBLEMAN, much more important than 
either of them, passes by. Aurmand extends a hand.

CZAR AURMAND
Goodnight, Emperor.

WEI
(shakes his hand)

Goodnight. Czar Aurmand.

Wei glances about -- HIGH NOBLEMEN AND THEIR DAUGHTERS 
make up the majority of GUESTS.

Wei shakes Aurmand’s hand. Aurmand lowers his melancholy 
gaze as Wei exits when that same Nobleman approaches with 
his DAUGHTER, 20. Aurmand forces a smile.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, DINING ROOM -- LATER, NIGHT

Nixxon smiles as Wei enters with two bowls of ice cream. 

NIXXON
I hope that’s chocolate because 
chocolate’s my favorite. 
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WEI
No, strawberry is your favorite 
because it’s all we had.

NIXXON
Father, I understand we need 
alliances-

WEI
It’s in the past. And, in case you 
didn’t notice, I’m happy to report 
that their dishes are ruby. The 
glasses are sapphire.

NIXXON
Ha! Goran will die.

(WEI squints)
So about tomorrow. You’ll still 
allow me to stand with you?

WEI
Of course. The Jhad’Sa prison 
system is of concern to all. It’s 
an increasingly dangerous place.

NIXXON
Then shut the guarding system door 
and let prisoners die of hunger. 
Save resources... You disagree?

WEI
Sentencing a man to death who 
deserves death isn’t wrong. But 
when the sentence is inhumane-

NIXXON
If a man deserves death then the 
means to that death is of no 
consequence. Why should the realm 
sponsor those who would ruin it?

WEI
Love-

NIXXON
The women from Hamshire’s province 
are not missing, they’ve been 
stolen. What will you do when 
their captives are found? Coddle 
them and serve them dessert? 

Nixxon pushes her bowl away! 

Wei stares shocked as Nixxon stands and exits.
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INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon enters. 

Out her window, a firecracker lights the sky pink. She 
moves closer and gazes out. She smiles.

EXT. ZEADUS’ PROVINCE, OUTSKIRTS -- SHORT WHILE LATER

DEBIN 
Took you long enough.

Nixxon dismounts Nezdulan. Debin pulls her in close, 
kissing her. Nezdulan whinnies in disapproval.

DEBIN (CONT’D)
Easy boy-

Nezdulan’s tail smacks Debin in the face. Nixxon laughs.

NIXXON
He doesn’t like anyone.

DEBIN
He likes you... How was Calipri?

(NIXXON starts-)
Don’t bother. Just follow me.

(leads her away)
Dear old Wei goes on and on about 
how wasteful Calipri is when he’s 
just as guilty. All your wasted 
meals while the people starve.

NIXXON
Don’t speak about him as if he’s-

DEBIN (CONT’D)
Blind? You both are. Zeadus and 
Goran overtax the people in Wei’s 
name and those who can’t pay are 
imprisoned.

NIXXON
(harsh glare)

You’re a liar.

Debin steps closer, his glare challenging Nixxon’s.

EXT. ZEADUS’S PROVINCE, STREETS -- CONTINUOUS

Cloaked and mounted, Nixxon and Debin trot through the 
streets -- EMACIATED CITIZENS are dressed in filthy rags.
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Nixxon eyes a FAMILY huddling together for warmth. Debin 
eyes her confusion and dismay.

Further in, Nixxon and Debin dismount. They come upon a 
GOLDEN FENCE that separates the commoners from Zeadus’ 
luscious estate. Near tears, Nixxon eyes the fence.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLS -- FOLLOWING MORNING

Guards make way for Nixxon on her furious walk.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINOUS

Wei is speaking with Saouckson and several other MILITARY 
MEN when Nixxon bursts in.

NIXXON
Out!

Wei nods and the Men disburse. Nixxon turns to lingering 
Saouckson. Slightly taken aback, he bows and goes.

WEI
Nixxon, what is this-

Nixxon slaps Wei!

NIXXON
People are starving, impoverished, 
lying in filth and overtaxed in 
Zeadus and Goran’s provinces. 
After all they’ve done to diminish 
your reign over the years, why do 
you still refuse to punish them?

(WEI starts-)
Not once, but twice they tried 
unseating you from your thrown and 
your judgement was arresting them 
to their palaces.

WEI
I will have Saouckson investigate 
these claims.

NIXXON
Investigate- I’ve just told you! 

Saouckson enters with urgency in his eyes. Nixxon shakes 
her head in disbelief.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
You’re blind.
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WEI
...take your place.

Wei sits upon his throne staring into a hologram of the 
CRE -- beneath the image of the CRE, alternating images 
of all PARTICIPANTS on the ‘conference call’. 

NIXXON
You said Aurmand shares his 
opinions. Why don’t you like him? 

SAOUCKSON
I don’t like lots of people. 
Chief among them, King Chrodriel 
of Realm 9-

NIXXON
I know who he is.

SAOUCKSON
Chrodriel’s had a vendetta against 
the Emperor dating back to our 
teenage years. Anything he can do 
to stand in his way, he will.

(NIXXON takes note)
You have passion for the people, 
for what’s right. But Wei is also 
right. There’s an order, Nixxon. 
Trust him. He is... A good ruler.

Nixxon has heard, but does not acknowledge Saouckson when 
Wei beckons her. Stone-faced, she gathers her dress and 
makes her way up the steps of his throne.

CRE OFFICIAL #1
On behalf of the Commission and 
all in attendance today, we-

NIXXON
The Jhad’Sa Prison System and all 
within should be destroyed. Unless 
the Commission deems justice to be 
the wasting of realm resources on 
thieves, murderers and rapists.

Wei fumes as Nixxon steps down. As she passes Saouckson-

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Find those fucking women.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLS -- MORNING

Nixxon makes down the hall.
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FEMALE SERVANT #1
Excited about your big day, ma’am?

NIXXON
Yes, now that my father has 
forgiven me-

Nixxon bumps into a small table, knocking a vase from it 
which shatters. Female Servants quickly tend to the mess. 

NIXXON (CONT’D)
I’m so sorry.

FEMALE SERVANT #1
It’s alright, ma’am.

Embarrassed, Nixxon goes.

INT. JERICHO, BREAKFAST HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Wei stands as Nixxon enters. He pulls out her chair then 
takes a seat. Without a word, Nixxon inhales her food.

NIXXON
Eat so we can go. There’s a boar 
out there with my name on it.

(eyes Wei’s sadness)
I was sorry to hear about Aurmand.

WEI
...when we arrive stay close. 
After your, input the other day, 
every bachelor and widower lord in 
the realm is banging down my 
door... And speaking of Lords.

Nixxon slowly cuts her eyes up at Wei.

EXT. JERICHO STABLES -- SHORT WHILE LATER

Mortren III, Mortren IV and a score of Jericho’s Knights, 
watch as Wei and Nixxon mount their horses. Mortren IV 
moves to assist Nixxon, but she shoves him aside. Wei and 
Mortren III chuckle as Nixxon and Mortren IV mount their 
horses.

NIXXON
We don’t need your knights to 
escort us. I’m as good with a 
sword as any of them, or you.

(Mortren III & IV)
Or them.
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MORTREN IV
I’ve heard a great deal about her 
majesty’s swordsmanship. I look 
forward to seeing it in action.

Nixxon glares at Mortren IV. Wei and Mortren III chuckle.

WEI
Ah, look who’s decided to join us.

SAOUCKSON
(trots into view)

Forgive me Majesty, the Realm 
Generals have been summoned to 
Calipri. Apparently, the 
Commission’s expecting half the 
galaxy to attend Aurmand’s burial.

MORTREN III
He was beloved by many.

SAOUCKSON
(it’s almost funny)

Does him little good now. Safe 
journey, Majesty. 

Saouckson gallops away, disappearing into Jericho Forest.

WEI
Shall we?

INT. JERICHO FOREST -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson passes a particular tree -- Prouse, mounted, 
appears slowly from behind that tree. He eyes a small, 
mermaid-shaped emerald jewel in his hand then removes an 
arrow from his quiver.

A ravine is ahead. Saouckson encourages his horse when an 
arrow pierces his chest from behind! He falls!

PROUSE
(dismounts, hovers)

I always say that this time will 
be the last time. And I always 
mean it, in the moment. But this 
time is truly different. My 
revenge has come at a cost I no 
longer wish to pay. All memory of 
you since your first death will be 
extinguished. Every life you’ve 
lived, every word you’ve spoken, 
erased. I want no more of you. 
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Prouse starts off.

SAOUCKSON
I loved her. You know I did.

Prouse turns and fires another arrow!

Another part of Jericho Forest -- Nixxon laughs as she 
rides behind Wei. Her smile slowly fades as she slows her 
horse. Near her heart, she is bleeding through her dress. 
Nixxon touches the touches it, falling from her horse.

KNIGHT #1
Majesty!

Wei races over and quickly dismounts as the Knight’s 
unsheathe their swords to protect the perimeter.

WEI
Nixxon!

Wei tears the garment from where Nixxon is bleeding-

MORTREN III
There’s no wound. 

Nixxon’s nose begins to BLEED. Her eyes pop open! They 
SWIVEL WITH GOLD. The men pull back as her eyes regain 
their color. Mortren III and Mortren IV eye each other.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Wei is carrying Nixxon as the Castle Doctor, Mortren III 
and Mortren IV follow behind. Nixxon wriggles free and, 
to Castle Doctor’s displeasure, tries to hurry away.

CASTLE DOCTOR
Your majesty please.

They follow after Nixxon as she briskly makes her way 
toward her bedchamber. She slows when her eyes fall upon  
the table where the vase was shattered -- the vase is 
there INTACT. Nixxon eyes the Male Servants who are here. 

WEI
Doctor. Now.

Still eyeing the vase, Nixxon doesn’t feel Castle 
Doctor’s grip as he leads her away. Wei turns.

WEI (CONT’D)
Speak of this, to anyone...
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Wei doesn’t need to finish that sentence. He walks on.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Wei enters -- Castle Doctor is examining Nixxon’s eyes. 
Near them, hanging on the wall, ‘the painting’ -- Wei, 
L’Lyla and Young Nixxon together.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- MORNING

[ALTERNATE REALITY 1]

In bed, Nixxon slowly wakes. She sits up! Her bedroom has 
been completely remodeled -- black and gold. A KNOCK. 
SARAH, 50’s, enters with a black gown. She lays it out.

SARAH
Doctor was right. All you needed 
was a good night’s sleep-

NIXXON
Who are you?

(SARAH smiles)
Who-are you?

SARAH
It’s me. It’s, Sarah.

NIXXON
Where’s Bonnie? ...where is she?!

SARAH
Not again. It’s been a full year.

Nixxon spots ‘the painting’ -- Wei, L’Lyla, Nixxon and a 
TWIN SISTER. Nixxon stands and approaches it.

NIXXON
Who did this? Who did this?!

Sarah rushes out! Nixxon trembles before ‘the painting’. 

SARAH (O.C.)
I don’t know, ma’am. She started 
asking about Bonnie then lost it.

L’LYLA rushes in! Nixxon stares... She attacks L’Lyla! 

EVENING -- [ALTERNATE REALITY 2]

Sweating bullets, Nixxon wakes -- her room, pinks and 
blues again. Bonnie caresses Nixxon’s head and goes.
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Wei starts to speak when Nixxon lifts a hand to silence 
him. She eyes ‘the painting’ -- Wei, L’Lyla and Nixxon. 

NIXXON 
...get out.

MORNING -- [ALTERNATE REALITY 3]

Nixxon opens bloodshot eyes. Her bedroom is being 
remodeled -- pinks and blues to black and gold. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon exits her bedchamber where Servants are decking 
the halls with WEDDING DECORATIONS. 

FEMALE SERVANT #1
Excited about your big day, ma’am?

Nixxon stares Female Servant #1 down.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, BREAKFAST HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Servants silently react to Nixxon’s appearance, parting 
to reveal Wei, Wilfur and WILFUR II (22) laughing when...

WILFUR II
My love, you look... Radiant.

WEI
Nixxon?

Nixxon turns and exits the hall.

INT. CARRIAGE, ROAD TO CALIPRI -- FOLLOWING MORNING

Nixxon, in her black gown, is asleep. The BUMP wakes her.

WEI
I’m sorry this falls so near your 
birthday, and wedding. You were-

Wei notices -- Nixxon is pinching herself. 

EXT. CALIPRI CASTLE, BURIAL GARDEN -- LATER

Dozens of Calipri’s deceased rulers fill a lengthy, white 
marble wall. Wei and Nixxon sit in the second row as the 
REALM GENERALS serve as pallbearers. Face unseen, AURLIN, 
tall, brown hair, follows grieving. 
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NIXXON
Where’s Saouckson?

In passing, Prouse has heard Nixxon. He is shocked, but 
not confused by her question. He sits beside HEH’RON: 
40’s, a tall, dark-skinned man with exotic features.

WEI
You said that name in your sleep. 

Nixxon stares ahead... 

The service has ended. Prouse approaches Nixxon and Wei. 
He bows deeply and respectfully. Prouse begins to speak, 
but Nixxon brushes past him. Wei, more concerned than 
embarrassed, nods to Prouse and follows Nixxon.

Prouse turns- Heh’Ron is there! Heh’Ron glares at him.

EXT. CALIPRI CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse catches up to Wei as he enters his carriage. 

PROUSE
Off so soon?

WEI
Please apologize to Aurlin- Czar 
Aurlin. My daughter is not well.

PROUSE
I know exactly what she needs. I 
will bring it to you in Jericho.

Hesitant, Wei nods and enters the carriage. It departs. 
Prouse’s expression grows cold. He returns to the castle.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, PROUSE’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse enters and shuts the drapes. He opens a chest and 
removes a grapefruit size, pale blue, HOLLOW GLASS BALL. 

PROUSE
You sonofabitch.

A BLINDING WHITE LIGHT SHOOTS OUT!

INT. CARRIAGE, ROAD TO JERICHO -- CONTINUOUS [REALITY]

The BUMP wakes Nixxon, a blue dress. She looks over- A 
sharp breath! Saouckson is beside her.
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WEI
Love, what is it-

Nixxon recoils as Wei reaches for her. His startled eyes 
look to Saouckson. Saouckson looks away.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- LATER

Wei opens the door for Nixxon -- pinks, blues. Bonnie is 
here folding sheets, but excuses herself at Wei’s nod. 

NIXXON
Did I have a sister- A twin?

Wei shakes his head.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
And my mother, she’s dead?

WEI
...when you were born, yes.

Nixxon exhales. With dead eyes, she puts a finger to 
Wei’s chest and forces him out. She shuts the door then 
moves to her vanity. She stares suspiciously at her 
reflection when her eyes swivel with blue! Startled, 
Nixxon punches the glass! She cradles her hand, picking 
glass from her flesh when the cut CLOSES. Nixxon stares. 
She looks to ‘the painting’ -- Wei and L’Lyla.

MORNING -- In bed, Nixxon wakes to the sight of Wei and 
Prouse standing over her. Prouse grins, bowing.

WEI (CONT’D)
Love? Do you remember anything?

NIXXON
...I remember the czar’s funeral.

WEI
His what? Prouse what is this?

PROUSE
She has been unconscious for days, 
Emperor. The delusions will pass.

He’s spotted something. He approaches Nixxon’s night 
stand and takes the parchment upon it -- a drawing of the 
Pyramids at Giza. There’s a glimmer in his eyes.

PROUSE (CONT’D) (CONT’D)
They will fade. What interesting 
figures you’ve drawn, Empress.
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A brief, but powerful EARTHQUAKE.

WEI
What was that?

PROUSE
Unclear. I shall investigate. 

Prouse bows deeply, takes the drawing and exits. 

WEI
That man never ceases to amaze me. 
He’s studied the law, astronomy, 
biology, taxidermy. Medicine. The 
doctor tried everything, but he 
couldn’t stop your convulsions. 
But Prouse arrived and within 
minutes, you were awake again. 

NIXXON
Where’s... Bonnie?

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Rubbing his forehead, Wei makes up the hall. He spots 
Saouckson approaching and waves him off.

SAOUCKSON
I care about her too.

Wei halts. Sighs. He removes a piece of parchment from 
his pocket: A sketch -- an attractive WOMAN, early 20’s, 
dark hair, piercing eyes. Saouckson’s gaze intensifies.

WEI 
She’s been sketching in her sleep. 
Prouse says it’s a side effect, 
but. Do you recognize this woman?

Saouckson looks at Wei then shakes his head. Wei believes 
him and retrieves the paper then forces a smile.

WEI (CONT’D)
She’ll be fine.

Wei leaves him there. Saouckson remains, shaken.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- NIGHT, LATER

Nixxon is asleep, sweating bullets when she PULLS A 
KNIFE! She opens her eyes --- the knife is at Saouckson’s 
neck. He slowly lowers it.
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EXT. JERICHO FOREST -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson watches as Nixxon CUTS DOWN minor creatures as 
they trudge through the darkness. 

SAOUCKSON
Something on your mind?

NIXXON
Every year before my birthday you 
bring me out here. 

SAOUCKSON
Wei takes you on hunts.

NIXXON
Wei’s my father.

SAOUCKSON
(rolls eyes)

I also have a fatherly concern 
towards you and I haven’t seen you 
much since your fall.

NIXXON
(halts)

Something happened to me when I 
fell from that horse. Snapped.

SAOUCKSON
I know you’re afraid, but-

Nixxon turns- Her eyes COBALT BLUE! 

NIXXON
Afraid? Fear is a myth. And I love 
my father, but he’s not the ruler 
Jericho needs. So when I take the 
throne, I will take the realm. 
Jericho will be shamed no longer. 

SAOUCKSON
And where will the Emperor be when 
you take the realm?

NIXXON
(tears welling)

...something’s wrong.

SAOUCKSON
No. No love, there’s nothing wrong 
with you. It’s just, complicated. 
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NIXXON
I fell unconscious and when I 
woke, my mother was alive, I had a 
sister, Bonnie was Sarah, I was 
engaged to Wilfur’s son and my 
father didn’t know who you were. I 
understand complicated-

SAOUCKSON
I’m your father. Not Wei.

Nixxon eyes him. She takes an arrow from her quiver and 
FIRES REPEATEDLY! Saouckson barely escapes them! 

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
Let me explain! 

Nixxon is out of arrows. She yanks a vine from a tree and 
fashions it into a noose as she stalks Saouckson.

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
After everything, you can turn on 
me like this?! After everything?!

Nixxon and Saouckson go hand to hand when finally, she 
gets him down, pushing on his face with her boot while 
tightening the noose around his neck. She KICKS HIS FACE! 

Saouckson yanks the vine, pulling Nixxon toward him and 
HOOKS HER with his right hand. She scissors him, BEATS 
DOWN ON HIS HEAD when-

Saouckson lifts then SLINGS NIXXON FIFTY FEET!

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
(hurries over)

Nixxon- Nixxon?!

Nixxon SWEEP KICKS then mounts Saouckson’s chest! She 
POUNDS HIS FACE MERCILESSLY, BLOODY when she begins to 
grow tired and her own nose begins to GUSH BLOOD.  

Nixxon can no longer disregard her fatigue. She stands 
and begins stumbling off, holding her nose when-

TINY WHITE CRYSTAL AND ORBS BLAST NIXXON ASIDE!

A pair of boots pass Saouckson then kneel beside Nixxon: 
Prouse. He injects her unconscious body with a black 
fluid. He takes a moment then sighs.

PROUSE
I know what you’ve done. And that 
didn’t go as planned, did it?
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SAOUCKSON
At least it derailed yours.

PROUSE
When have you ever known me to be 
in a rush? 

SAOUCKSON
What’s that? What is that?!

PROUSE
Something to make her forget and 
prevent her from killing you both. 
Tell me, were you also going to 
reveal what you did to her mother? 
I did my research.

SAOUCKSON
Careful.

PROUSE
...a long time ago, boy, you took 
something very precious from me.

(eyes Nixxon)
Now it’s my turn to take something 
very precious from you... This 
won’t end well.

Prouse activates his jump and goes. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S LIBRARY -- AFTERNOON

Wei and Prouse have been conversing for a while...

PROUSE
But such is life. In other news, 
how is your daughter?

WEI
Fine- When did this happen?

PROUSE
Three days ago apparently. But 
only this morning was Aurlin 
discovered sprawled across 
Aurmand’s rotting corpse. Damn 
near unconscious himself. 

WEI
He was a good man. It’s strange.

PROUSE
Not really. He was a man, he died. 
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WEI
No, Nixxon. Saying she’d been to 
his funeral... I can’t think of 
this now. I swore to come watch 
her combat class. My daughter is 
as fierce a fighter as her 
teacher. Please inform me when 
arrangements have been made-

PROUSE
He has already been buried. For 
obvious reasons, it could not be 
delayed. But this class sounds,
interesting.

Wei sighs, nods.

EXT. JERICHO, TRAINING GROUNDS -- CONTINUOUS

Beneath a tent, Nixxon, Debin, a dozen other MALE 
STUDENTS watch as Saouckson and MALE STUDENT #1 battle, 
each with a pair of sai -- short, three pronged metal 
weapons attached to a baton. Saouckson easily takes him 
down -- Wei and Prouse are approaching on horseback. 

SAOUCKSON
Everyone up. Shoulders back. Feet 
together... Your majesty. Prouse.

Prouse gathers his cape and takes a seat under the tent.

WEI
Lord Pli, what have we here?

SAOUCKSON
Save the Empress, a rather 
disappointing class. Stand Nixxon.

WEI
I’m sure that’s an exaggeration. 

SAOUCKSON
Ha! Nixxon-Wei. And you. Yeah you. 

Dammit. MALE STUDENT #2, husky, stands. 

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
On my mark. Mark!

It takes effort, but Male Student #2 finally knocks 
Nixxon down. Wei takes a step when Nixxon brutally kicks 
Male Student #2 to ground! She pounces on him victorious. 
Wei’s proud moment is interrupted by Debin’s applause. 
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Saouckson yanks the sai from Male Student #2. In unison, 
he and Nixxon spin, then send the sai into a target a 
ways off -- Wei is puzzled by their unanimity until 
Saouckson and Nixxon chuckle. He smiles, clapping.

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
No weapons. On my mark. Now!

Nixxon and MALE STUDENT #3, no weapons. Wei can’t help 
but grin as Nixxon beats him down. She pounces on him, 
beating his face bloody, breaking his jaw and nose. 

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
Nixxon- Nixxon!

Nixxon stands then helps Male Student #3 up. She grins 
wickedly then PUNCHES HIM BACK DOWN! 

Wei's proud grin fades. 

INSERT CUT: Saouckson PUNCHES TRAINEE SOLDIER BACK DOWN-

INSERT CUT: Nixxon PUNCHING MALE STUDENT #3 BACK DOWN!

INSERT CUT: Saouckson frowning as Wei takes the bow from 
Young Nixxon. 

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
You don’t take a sword on a hunt.

INSERT CUT: Wei and Saouckson in Wei’s library.

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
He’s unworthy.

INSERT CUT: Nixxon approaching the carriage.

WEI
You’re beautiful, love.

Saouckson entering the carriage and shutting the door!

INSERT CUT: Saouckson stepping closer to Nixxon, both 
with the same expression, judging Aurmand.

PROUSE (V.O.)
I struggle to imagine you in any 
paternal- 

INSERT CUT: Wei and Saouckson in the castle hallway.

SAOUCKSON
I care about her too.
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Wei stares calm, horrified as Saouckson pulls Nixxon away 
from Male Student #3 -- briefly her eyes swivel with RED. 

PROUSE
Thank you, Emperor. This was very 
interesting. 

Grinning, Prouse activates his jump and goes. Wei 
composes himself then sighs a laugh. He struts forward.

WEI
Well Lord Pli, you certainly did 
not exaggerate. Nixxon-Wei is as 
fearsome a warrior as you are. But 
the Empress has duties. Come.

Wei takes note of Nixxon’s smile toward Debin. 

Wei and Saouckson make eye contact as Wei kisses Nixxon’s 
forehead and leads her away. Debin approaches Saouckson.

DEBIN
About what we talked about-

Saouckson ignores him, stepping away. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- MORNING

Smiling, Wei and Nixxon walk arm in arm while SERVANTS 
deck the halls with birthday decorations. Wei sighs.

WEI
It’s here. The day I’ve been 
dreading for eighteen years.
Marriage must be discussed. 

NIXXON
Don’t you mean arranged?

WEI
I don’t want to leave this world 
concerned about your well-being.

NIXXON
As I said, it was all a dream. A 
dream, nothing more. I’m fine.

WEI
We don’t have to discuss it now. 
Besides, you already have more 
options than I have subjects. 
Every bachelor and widower in the 
realm is knocking down my door. 
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NIXXON
(catches that...)

Bachelors and widowers. Exciting.

WEI
Also, I’ve invited Lady Melane to 
your celebration.

Nixxon smiles flatly. Wei watches as she continues alone.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- LATER

Saouckson turns a corner. Wei is here with a GRIN.

SAOUCKSON
Majesty.

WEI
Majesty? No. My parents raised us 
both. We’re brothers. Clearly, 
what is mine is yours, Pli. 

Wei broadens that grin and goes. Saouckson knows...

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S BEDCHAMBER -- LATER, NIGHT

Nixxon is here, looking about when Wei enters, somewhat 
annoyed to see her. He pours a drink. 

NIXXON 
I’ve been looking for you.

WEI
Well, here I am. 

NIXXON
I wanted to ask you.

Nixxon opens that same jewelry box. Lifts out the pearls.
Can I wear these tonight? It’s 
just, you don’t talk about her or 
share anything about her so I 
thought it’d be nice to-

Wei takes and sets the pearls back in the box. Nixxon’s 
eyes gloss. She leaves the room! Wei immediately regrets 
his actions. He downs his drink and tosses the glass.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- LATER

Hundreds of GUESTS -- Nixxon's 18th birthday party. 
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Wei enters with Lady Melane, spotting Nixxon and Debin 
together. He leads Lady Melane over and takes Nixxon’s 
arm with his free one, leading both to the royal table.

WEI
Nixxon, I present the Lady Melane. 
Lady Melane. My- The Empress.

Nixxon catches that and forces a smile.

LADY MELANE
A pleasure, your majesty. Truly. 

Nixxon, with her forced smile, eyes Lady Melane until she 
is visibly uncomfortable. Saouckson and Prouse approach.

PROUSE
Nixxon-Wei. The ever lovely.

Prouse bows deeply then sets a jewelry box before her. 
Saouckson’s eyes widen as Nixxon removes the familiar 
diamond choker with emerald mermaids from the box. 

NIXXON
It’s beautiful.

PROUSE
A gift from the Czar of Calipri. 

Saouckson glares at Prouse who grins then steps away. Wei 
takes the choker from Nixxon, placing it back in the box.

WEI
There are more boxes to be opened. 
Let’s not get hung up on one.

NIXXON
(...smiles)

Lady?

LADY MELANE
Melane.

NIXXON
Lady Melane, you are radiant.

LADY MELANE
Thank you.

NIXXON
You’re welcome. Radiant, within 
child bearing age and recently 
widowed. How fortunate.
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Nixxon sips wine as Wei glares at her. 

SAOUCKSON
The Empress should apologize or 
her humor may be misinterpreted.

WEI
Or perhaps it’s you who should 
apologize for giving the 
impression it’s your place to make
such suggestions. Step away.

Saouckson lowers his gaze and obeys. 

CRE OFFICIAL #1 
Aw, Emperor Wei, Empress.

NIXXON
Empress Nixxon-Wei.

Wei doesn’t bother, busy swirling the wine in his goblet.

CRE OFFICIAL #1 
On behalf of the Commission, I’d 
like to wish you a very happy-

NIXXON
You tried to appoint King Toren of 
Car-Vel 4 as Emperor Reserve in my 
father’s place when he fell ill 
instead of acknowledging me, his 
heir, as ruler.

CRE OFFICIAL #1
You were very young at the time.

NIXXON
It was four months ago and boys 
have ruled at younger ages. You 
weren’t on the guest list.

CRE Official #1 sighs uncomfortably. He sets a small 
wrapped gift before Nixxon. She takes and tosses it back. 
CRE Official #1 bows and steps away.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
They tried to refuse acknowledging 
me. Do you know what I had to do 
to prevent another man from 
sitting on your throne?

WEI
I don’t. There’s apparently a lot 
I don’t know.
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Nixxon glares when Bonnie approaches and curtseys.

BONNIE
How very fine you look.

NIXXON
That’s it? You’re here to marvel 
at my gown?

Smiling, Bonnie extends a small box. Nixxon sighs as if 
annoyed upon taking and opening it -- a pearl bracelet.

BONNIE
Your mother loved pearls so I 
thought you might appreciate-

WEI
How dare you.

Bonnie grows nervous, glancing from Wei to Nixxon when 
Nixxon takes the bracelet and clasps it around her wrist.

NIXXON
It’s perfect. Take time then ask 
for anything. You may go.

Nixxon smiles, turning her gaze to Lady Melane and 
extends a hand. Lady Melane smiles and takes it.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

LADY MELANE
Your majesty, I’d like to say that 
though I am recently widowed, my 
husband had been suffering his 
ailment for ages. And he left me a 
large fortune and a great estate. 
Fortune is not what I seek.

NIXXON
Lady Melane, I know fortune is not 
what you seek. Forgive me.

LADY MELANE
Of course, I completely- Ah!

Nixxon is twisting Lady Melane’s wrist.

NIXXON
Stay away from my father. Or I’ll 
kill you.

Nixxon releases Lady Melane, smiles then steps away.
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INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon enters. She spots Wei drinking alone in a corner 
with an unsteady balance. She moves to him when-

A BRIEF EARTHQUAKE! 

Prouse eyes his clasp, passing Wei.

PROUSE
I must depart.

Wei sarcastically salutes as Prouse activates his jump 
and goes... Wei knocks his fork to his glass. 

WEI
Good evening. Now, where is Nixxon-
Wei? There she is. My sweet girl. 
Everything a father could ever 
hope for. Today she is eighteen 
years old. Let’s hear it for her! 

(APPLAUSE)
And- And! Unless your name is 
Debin-Rigor, you piece of shit, 
she’s available for marriage!

The Crowd LAUGHS as Nixxon approaches and takes Wei’s 
cup. He chuckles and takes a pair of sai from the wall.

WEI (CONT’D) 
Most of you don’t know this, but 
my daughter is the greatest sai 
fighter, not only in Jericho, but 
in all of Yhevenah. In fact...

Wei tosses one sai up taking a swing at a nearby MALE 
SERVANT with the other. Nixxon snatches the descending 
sai and bats it against his, horrified by him. Male 
Servant drops his tray as the Crowd stares puzzled. 

WEI (CONT’D) 
Did I lie?! And it is all to the 
credit of my lifelong friend. My 
general. My brother.

NIXXON
You’re making a fool of yourself.

WEI
Hush. Come Pli. Stand against that 
wall as we all watch my daughter 
display the skills that you, my 
lackey, have bestowed upon her- 
Step back love so all can see.
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Nixxon takes Wei’s hands. He yanks free and storms out! 

Nixxon looks about as the Crowd WHISPERS. She signals 
Saouckson who approaches as she exits the hall.

NIXXON
Deal with this. If my father is 
embarrassed, you’ll suffer.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- LATER

Nixxon is sitting in a chair beside her window.

A KNOCK.

Wei, still slightly hungover, enters and shuts the door.

WEI
...I won’t see her again.

NIXXON
You deserve to be happy. I deserve 
to know about my mother. 

WEI
It hurts-

NIXXON
I hurt too... Why wouldn’t you let 
me wear her necklace? It’s just a 
necklace

WEI
...I can tell you a story-

NIXXON
(eyes shut, angry)

Get out.

Wei hangs his head. He leaves.

EXT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- EARLY MORNING

Saouckson is upon a stoop polishing his sword. He doesn’t 
bother looking up as Debin exits and mounts his horse.

SAOUCKSON
Stay away from her. It’s not going 
to work out. And I don’t want you 
hurt.

Debin hesitates. Goes. 
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INT. JERICHO CASTLE, BREAKFAST HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Wei and Lady Melane stand at Nixxon’s entrance. Lady 
Melane cautiously bows. They sit and eat in silence.

NIXXON
So father- Apologies. Emperor. Why 
did I not learn of Lady Melane’s 
existence until yesterday?

WEI
...Aurlin repeated his request for 
your hand which I’ve denied... I 
found myself thinking of how I 
would have felt had I been trapped 
in an arranged betrothal. When you 
are ready to do so, you will 
choose your own husband. 

NIXXON
That’s delightful news.

WEI
Yet you don’t seem delighted... 
I’ve also withdrawn you from your 
lessons with Pli as it’s clear you 
no longer need them.

Nixxon drops her utensils and leaves the hall. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson spots Nixxon, clear that he had been looking 
for her. He approaches, but before he can speak-

NIXXON
The sudden change in my father is 
synonymous with the sudden change 
in your relationship. As he is the 
better of you two, I ask: What 
have you done?

SAOUCKSON
I made a... 

(he can’t say it)
Never again.  

NIXXON 
(stares disgusted)

...you may go.

Saouckson eyes her then steps away. Debin has been 
watching. He signals for Nixxon.
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EXT. JERICHO FOREST, CLEARING -- SHORT WHILE LATER

Nixxon and Debin jump into the peaceful lake. He pulls 
her close, but she splashes his face and swims away.

DEBIN
Word is Mortren IV is engaged to 
Princess Kyra of Car-Vel 4.

NIXXON
I like Mortren and she’s not the 
worst thing that could’ve happened 
to him. They’ll be happy.

DEBIN
Wei must be anxious to find a new 
candidate for you.

NIXXON
Actually... Yes, very anxious. 

DEBIN
Well, Aurlin’s always available.

(leans in for a kiss)
We should just run away-

NIXXON
I could never marry you.

(DEBIN halts)
You’re my best friend.

Dumbfounded, Debin watches as Nixxon swims ashore. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- NIGHT

Nixxon enters. She takes a step-

WEI 
Did you enjoy yourself? I hope you 
did. I’d hate to think I’m awake 
at this hour when you’ve run off 
and had a terrible time.

(NIXXON starts-)
Your entire life everything you 
could ever desire has been at your 
disposal before you even had to 
ask for it! And this one thing-

NIXXON
It won’t happen again. 

WEI
I know it won’t.
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Wei makes for the door.

NIXXON
Wait, why are you so angry with 
me?

Wei halts. A moment, he exits.

INT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- CONTINUOUS

Debin enters and lights a lamp. Saouckson is leaning 
against the mantle staring at him.

DEBIN
Save it. I’m not in the mood.

SAOUCKSON
I told you to stay away. 

DEBIN
Yeah, well, you’re not my father. 
You’re not anyone’s father so quit 
acting like it.

KNOCKING! Saouckson glares at Debin before moving to and 
opening the door -- Wei with a score of Jericho’s 
Knights. Wei enters and gently shuts the door.

DEBIN (CONT’D)
Look, whatever you said to Nixxon 
won’t keep us apart. We can’t all 
grow old and alone like you.

Wei chuckles, pacing before knocking Debin to the floor! 
Debin spits at Wei’s feet who then kicks him in the face.

SAOUCKSON
Don’t touch him again.

WEI
Or what, Pli?

SAOUCKSON
Wei, just let me-

WEI
Say goodbye to my daughter? You 
stupid son of a whore... It’s 
true. My parents lied about your 
birth to save you and our kingdom 
embarrassment. That story about 
taking you in because your father 
saving my father’s life. Please. 

(MORE)
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Your mother’s cliental was so vast 
we were never able to track down 
who your father was.

SAOUCKSON
...wait outside.

Debin doesn’t move. Saouckson grabs him and forces him 
out! Shuts the door!

WEI
This is on you. You made me say 
those things.

SAOUCKSON
And I forgive you. You’d be dead 
if I didn’t.

WEI
Shall we test that theory?

(staring match)
Is this why you kept him? Did he 
fill the void of not being able to 
raise your own child? If so, you 
should be thanking me.

SAOUCKSON
And why’s that?

WEI
Because despite having done your 
best, Pli, he would’ve been better 
off had you just left him to his 
fate that day. The boy who dared 
take on Longshhirim has been lost 
under your guidance. Can’t imagine 
what would’ve become of Nixxon.

SAOUCKSON
You’re pushing me. Don’t.

WEI
You think I fear you? If you do, 
you’re more stupid than you are a 
liar!

SAOUCKSON
I’m the liar? You forget! It was 
Prouse’s interference that granted 
you L’Lyla’s hand! Not her love! 
She chose me! I let you have her!

Wei takes Saouckson by the throat- Slams him into a wall!

WEI (CONT'D)
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WEI
Leave on your own or I’ll have you 
dragged out in bags. You are no 
longer citizens of Jericho.

Wei releases him. Tears have welled in Saouckson’s eyes. 
He removes then tosses his clasp to Wei. 

SAOUCKSON
You’ll be needing this.

Wei smiles, gesturing his thanks, starting out the door.
You can’t separate me from Nixxon- 
You can’t do this!

WEI
I am the Emperor.

Wei goes, pushing past Debin. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAY -- LATER

Wei appproaches. Nixxon is here. He kisses her forehead.

WEI
I’m not angry with you.

Wei enters. Nixxon lowers her gaze and rounds a corner-

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S LIBRARY -- MORNING

Reading a list, Nixxon comes upon the open door -- Wei is 
speaking with a tall, handsome and lean, but well formed 
MAN, 20’s, who wears only a blue loin cloth: ELION. 

NIXXON
Father, stop inviting Prouse to 
dinner. The man gives me the 
creeps- Who’s this?

WEI
Elion, my daughter, Nixxon-Wei. 

(ELION grins, bows)
The CRE have reached an agreement 
with the Siali and have provided 
them refuge within our realm. 
Prouse-Dine learned that I was 
seeking a new general and... The 
Siali are born warriors. 

NIXXON
Where are his clothes?
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ELION
Clothing is problematic for my 
people. This is it, Empress.

Unimpressed, Nixxon eyes Elion and leaves the room.

ELION (CONT’D)
Well. I understand now why you are 
so protective of your daughter, 
Emperor. I pledge my word, I will 
keep a most watchful eye on her.

Wei catches that as Elion grins.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon turns a corner. Bree is here.

BREE
Majesty. Lord Saouckson-

NIXXON
I’m sorry, Bree, I don’t know 
where he is... But I miss him too.

Nixxon continues on. Bree remains, brokenhearted.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

A remodel to black and gold. Bonnie, folding sheets, 
smiles upon Nixxon’s entrance. To her pleasant surprise, 
Nixxon embraces her. Nixxon backs away, wipes her eyes.

NIXXON
I promised you something. I hope 
you’ve thought about it, I’m very 
busy today.

BONNIE
I have, majesty... My husband 
disappeared shortly before your 
birth. He left one night and... 
They found his belongings, his 
horse. But not him. You were a 
newborn without a mother which 
kept me preoccupied, but the grief 
and questions are still there... I 
know he must be dead, but... I’d-

NIXXON
Like to know what happened. Why 
did you not tell me this before? 
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BONNIE
You’ve been through so much. You 
don’t need my worries weighing on.

NIXXON
You disappoint me.

BONNIE
Forgive me, majesty. I only meant-

NIXXON
I know what you meant. Get out...
Wait... I’m sorry. Not for what I 
said, I meant it. I’m sorry you 
felt you couldn’t share your pain 
with me. It’s my fault, I’ll be 
better. That’s all for today.

Bonnie touches Nixxon’s arm and goes.

Nixxon kneels before her bed and pulls a small box from 
underneath which she opens -- her small bow and arrows 
from Saouckson. She shuts her eyes, covering her mouth as 
TEARS FLOW.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, PLAYROOM -- MORNING

CHILDREN, ages 4-5. Nixxon smiles, watching them play 
when a FARIN (4), approaches and hands her a picture.

FARIN
I made this for you.

NIXXON
And it’s beautiful. 

FARIN
When is my mother coming back?

NIXXON
...we’re doing everything we can 
to find her. To find all your 
mothers. And I promise, when we 
do. The people who took them...

(a harsh gaze)
I will make them suffer.

Nixxon rubs Farin’s head. She stands- Elion is here! He 
grins. 

NIXXON
How did you get in here?
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ELION
(an open window)

First thing we’ll work on is 
castle security. Now who are these 
little bastards? They’re adorable.

NIXXON
More women from Hamshire’s 
province have gone missing. These 
are their children. As my father’s 
general I expect you to know that.

ELION
I do know, you’ve just told me. 

Elion kneels before Farin. Annoyed, Nixxon yanks him up. 
Elion chuckles wickedly. He then ‘SHIFTS’ -- takes on the 
form of a BLUE FALCON -- and flies out the window. The 
CHILDREN rush over and marvel.

NIXXON
Come away from the window.

EXT. JERICHO, PLAINS -- AFTERNOON [THREE YEARS LATER]

Nezdulan gallops into view, Nixxon atop him. Wei races 
into view. Smiling, Nixxon urges Nezdulan. 

NIXXON
Hurry up old man!

Wei ‘is offended’. He urges his horse. In passing, he 
winks. Nixxon laughs, encouraging Nezdulan.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, BACKYARD LAKE -- CONTINUOUS  

Nixxon lounges as Wei rows the small boat. 

WEI
I suppose it’s too much to ask for 
a bit of assistance.

NIXXON
Last year, Prouse cornered me and 
asked where I stood in regards to 
animal embalmment. I warned you.

WEI
He is a nuisance, but Jericho 
hasn’t faced conflict since the 
Longshhirim attacked sixteen years 
ago. He’s welcome here.
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A WINGED SHADOW runs over them -- Elion soaring above.

NIXXON 
Why is he always everywhere?

WEI
Please. You like him. 

Nixxon splashes him. Game on! Their antics tip the boat. 
They surface, laughing and splashing. Wei smiles.

WEI (CONT’D)
What do you call a twin who’s a 
better problem-solver than me? 

Nixxon stares at Wei who can barely contain his glee.

WEI (CONT’D)
Another Wei.

(NIXXON stares)
Ok, ok. What do you call my future 
grandchildren?

Wei looks up at soaring Elion then back to Nixxon.

WEI (CONT’D)
(laughing)

Strange... But you do like him.

Nixxon is not impressed. She splashes Wei who chuckles.

EXT. JERICHO FOREST, SHORE -- CONTINUOUS

NIXXON
Hurry up! There’s a boar out there 
with my name-

Elion SHIFTS before her, grins. Nixxon cuts Wei a look. 

Further in, Nixxon is trudging alone. She spots a Spring 
Beetle on the ground struggling to flip itself over. She 
lifts her foot over it... She gently flips it over.

EXT. JERICHO FOREST -- LATER

A BOAR. Wei knocks an arrow -- a ways over, another arrow 
fires into it! Nixxon steps from behind a tree, lowering 
her bow. WINGED, Elion SHIFTS and retrieves her arrow.

WEI
You can’t fault me for taking 
precautions. 
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NIXXON
Your intentions were pure. Also, I 
sent for Lady Melane’s father.

WEI
You didn’t. You didn’t do that.

NIXXON
I did. Because Ar’She is forty 
million light-years away and if 
your plan to marry his daughter is 
to remain on schedule, you must 
allow him time to get here. 

Nixxon brushes past Wei.

ELION
(patronizing)

If her intentions were pure, 
Majesty-

Elion chuckles as Wei pushes past him.

Another part of the forest -- Mounted, bearded, Saouckson 
leads Debin and two other YOUNG MEN: PIPER, a handsome, 
dark skinned, smiley type and BRAACKS, a brawny douche. 

PIPER
I’d say we’re about an hour out. 

DEBIN
If Wei’s dying how come the news 
hasn’t spread? The death of an 
emperor is usually a big deal.

SAOUCKSON
The letter said that he was ill. 

BRAACKS
Who cares? If he’s not dead or 
dying and we’ve traveled all this 
way, I’m gonna be pissed.

Braacks catches a flying bug. Squish!

DEBIN
You have nothing to say about what 
he just said? Your precious Wei?

A moment, Debin turns his horse and trots off in the 
opposite direction. Piper and Braacks exchange a look.

Deeper in the forest -- Wei and Elion follow Nixxon.
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WEI
Nixxon, that man is a pestilence. 
He’s loud, brash, crass-

NIXXON
A nuisance?

Nixxon smirks when Elion cautiously looks about.

NIXXON (CONT’D) 
What is it? I don’t hear anything.

ELION
Well, gorgeous, consider this a 
lesson learned in taking 
precautions. Stay here.

Elion SHIFTS and flies out of view as Wei smirks.

The clearing -- Debin scoffs. FLUTTERING. He turns and is 
stunned by the ‘blue falcon’ EXAMINING HIM. It flies on.

Another part of the forest -- Saouckson and THE TWO trot. 

PIPER
You’re sure she wrote this letter?

Saouckson arms his bow! THE TWO unsheathe swords when- 

WINGED, Elion SHIFTS. Saouckson lowers his bow.

ELION
This section of the forest is 
private. Who are you?

SAOUCKSON
I am Saouckson-Pli. These are my-

ELION
And the other, he belongs to you?

SAOUCKSON
We’ve come to see the emperor. I’m 
told he is ill.

ELION
If you truly are Saouckson-Pli 
then you are not come to see the 
emperor. Leave now and I’ll forget 
this encounter took place.

BRAACKS
We’ve been travelling for weeks. 
Only place we’re going is Jericho.
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ELION
The fat one has quite the tongue. 
You should advise him to watch it. 
That is if he’d like to keep it. 

Elion SHIFTS and flies on.

BRAACKS
Asshole.

Saouckson is debating retreat when Debin returns to them.

DEBIN
The weirdest thing just... What?

Deeper in the forest -- Elion returns to Wei and Nixxon. 

WEI
What is it?

Nixxon reads Elion, taking off before Wei can stop her. 

ELION
Considering his reputation, I 
expected a less weathered package.

Another part of the forest -- Saouckson is leading THE 
THREE when his horse rises on its hind legs. Nixxon is 
before him, smiling! Saouckson dismounts- Embraces her! 

NIXXON
I’m sorry! I’m so sorry.

SAOUCKSON
Don’t be... I got your letter.

Nixxon’s eyes fill with confusion when Wei and Elion 
approach. Saouckson releases Nixxon, bows. Wei eyes 
Saouckson, then THE THREE. He beckons Nixxon. She obeys, 
briefly locking eyes with Debin -- Elion does not like 
that. He, Wei and Nixxon go.

BRAACKS
That’s who you’ve been pining over 
all this time? Disappointing.

--Elion hears that--

DEBIN
Well, he’s definitely not dying. I 
say we try again next year.

As THE FOUR start off, the ‘blue falcon’ SWEEPS OVER 
Debin and Braacks, dropping HOT WHITE FECES on them. 
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BRAACKS
The f-

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, MAIN HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Wei storms in as the doors open for he, Nixxon and Elion. 

WEI
I see Lady Melane’s father isn’t 
our only unexpected guest.

NIXXON
I didn’t send for Saouckson.

WEI
You expect me to believe that?

NIXXON
I do. I’ve done nothing wrong.

WEI
Today! But what about tomorrow, 
next week? You’re so unpredictable 
I... Forgive me. You say you 
didn’t, I believe you.

NIXXON
(...stepping away)

Thanks for the hunt...

WEI
Don’t start, ok. You have no idea
what it means to be a father or to 
raise a child who mutates into... 
I hate seeing only glimpses of the 
sweet girl I raised. 

ELION
I didn’t know her before. I can 
only speak on these three years 
and by far, the good outweighs the 
bad. Example: You’re angry because 
she invited Lady Melane’s father 
to your engagement party when it’s 
what you should’ve done. 

WEI
That man is a menace-

ELION
You’re no saint yourself... 

(MORE)
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Did you know that when you were 
last off world, the CRE tried to 
strip Jericho of oil trade rights 
in an attempt to pressure Nixxon 
into agreeing to another Realm 
Accord amendment? Not only did she 
resist, she proved the proposal 
unlawful and demanded their 
prosecution unless they agreed to 
her amendment. It passed. And it 
regards autonomous nations. 

(WEI is in shock)
Nixxon’s accomplished more in the 
four occurrences she reigned than 
you ever... In the history of 
Jericho. But because she put your
pride above her desire for your 
admiration, you would’ve never 
known had I not just defied her 
very threatening order to stay 
silent. Didn’t you ever wonder why 
Realm 8 began accepting your coal 
exports? Or why King Chrodriel now 
sides with you in near all realm 
matters? ...it’s no secret that 
Nixxon is, formidable. But she 
loves you so cut her a break!

(kneels, lowers head)
Majesty, forgive me. I- 

WEI
You love her... Good.

Elion steps away, leaving Wei to his thoughts.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- LATER

Nixxon sits at her vanity, glaring -- Elion’s reflection.

ELION
Wei sent me.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALL OF CHRONICLES -- CONTINUOUS

Wei enters, immediately searching. He finds a particular 
book: REALM ACCORDS. He flips to find recent amendments. 
One reads: Autonomous nations shall receive immediate 
assistance from the Commission of Realm Emissaries’ 
private force when the autonomous nations’ own forces are 
drained by fifty percent or more as the result of 
unprovoked enemy attacks and conflicts.  

ELION (CONT'D)
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Wei continues to read, shedding tears- In disbelief! He 
finally wipes his eyes and shuts the book, leaving.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

CHEERS as Nixxon enters with Elion -- her 21st birthday 
party. Sans Zeadus and Goran, a glimpse of each Province 
Lord, Wilfur II and Mortren IV with KYRA. Wei approaches.

NIXXON
You don’t even trust me to walk to 
my own party?

WEI
I didn’t assign him.

Elion grins and steps away. 

NIXXON
I’m told realm obligations forced 
Zeadus and Goran to decline your 
invitation. I ask myself, what 
realm business would force them, 
but not Prouse-Dine to decline? 

(WEI starts)
One day you’ll regret the mercy 
you’ve shown them. When there’s a 
snake in your garden, you don’t 
allow it to roam. You kill it. 

PROUSE
I am breathless. What a vision.

(leads Nixxon away)
You are still unengaged.

NIXXON
And I still despise stuffed pelts.

PROUSE
Some day you may enjoy a good 
skinning.

Nixxon scoffs a laugh. Prouse starts to speak when-

WEI
Pardon me, Lord Emissary, but my 
daughter believes you to be a- 
What was the word, love? Creep? In 
any event, excuse us...

NIXXON
If you’re expecting a thank you-
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WEI
You are a lovely young woman. 

(NIXXON is surprised)
And it is I who must thank you. 

NIXXON
Wait... I love you.

Wei smiles and continues on. Nixxon turns to find Elion 
grinning behind her. She rolls her eyes, passing him.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Don’t you have eggs to keep warm?

ELION
That’s the woman’s job. 

(following)
Look, give Wei some peace of mind. 
It would give him great pleasure 
to see you and I. You know.

NIXXON
I’d rather choke on someone else’s 
vomit. 

Elion gently takes Nixxon’s hand. She eyes him.

Wei sits. Prouse is already here with a serious look.

PROUSE
Nixxon is quite the young lady. 

WEI
One that Aurlin will never know. 
Tell him I said that. And tell him 
to stop sending gifts. My daughter  
is not his doll to decorate.

Prouse grins, tosses back grapes when Wei stands, smiles.

LADY MELANE
I was conversing with my father. 
He’s very old-fashioned so his 
transport has been delayed.

WEI
Pity.

LADY MELANE
I confess, I was shocked to learn 
that you’d invited him given that 
you dislike him so. But putting my 
happiness above your own just 
proves to me how much you love me.
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Wei now struggles to maintain his smile.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS 

Elion watches, excited, as Nixxon opens a small box -- a 
liquid filled vile attached to a chain. She stares. Elion 
smiles, clasping it around her neck while-

ELION
It’s from Veyra, your mother’s 
planet. Before the... Say what you 
will, but Prouse is quite the 
resource. Besides, it was either 
this or a stuffed armadillo so... 
Happy birthday, Nixxon.

NIXXON
(touched)

...thank you... Thank you.

Elion slowly leans forward, but Nixxon stands and goes.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Nixxon sits beside Wei, then acknowledges Lady Melane who 
sweetly smiles back. Nixxon turns to Prouse, mouths 
‘thank you’. Prouse grins, pleased with himself.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

Elion paces. Halts... Nothing... Again! He SHIFTS into 
the sky, stopping high above the clouds. His eyes are 
searching when he is knocked back by the force of a 
MONSTROUS VESSEL BREAKING THROUGH a yellow misting jump. 
He SQUAWKS and soars down, SHIFTS, running for-

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

ELION
Everyone out! Out!

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM! LONGSHHIRIM crashing through the 
ceiling -- these Longshhirim are just as tall, but only 
sparsely hairy with more manlike features. 

EXT. JERICHO FOREST -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson and THE THREE are trotting in silence when they 
hear the monstrous vessel. Saouckson knows that sound.
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SAOUCKSON
Stay here. Hiyah!

Piper takes off after Saouckson! Braacks turns his horse. 

DEBIN
He said stay here-

Braacks takes off. Debin continues on alone.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, A WINDOWLESS ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Bonnie has the ORPHANS inside. Outside, BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, FEASTING HALL -- CONTINUOUS

A Longshhirim knocks Wei down! It swings its club at him 
when Lady Melane drives a knife into its foot! It turns 
to Lady Melane who backs away. It raises its club- ROARS!

Nixxon is on the Longshhirim’s back- Repeatedly driving a 
sai into its neck!

WEI
Prouse!

Prouse steps from behind a floor length curtain, tapping 
his clasp as he casually sidesteps the spectacle.

Nixxon pulls Lady Melane close, both shielding her and 
fighting off Longshhirim when a CLUSTER of them land with 
such force, it breaks the floor beneath them tearing them 
apart. Nixxon reaches for her, but is knocked back! 

WEI (CONT’D)
Prouse get them out of here!

Prouse’s jump key will not activate.

The Longshhirim moves toward Nixxon who hasn’t managed to 
stand. It grabs her leg! Pulls her when- 

Its hand flies off- And its head- Both severed!

Nixxon is pulled to her feet by a matured and physically 
fit Cambern. He gives her his weapon and hurries on. 

A Longshhirim brings its club down toward Lady Melane 
when Nixxon grips it, just as strong as the beast.

NIXXON
Run!
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Lady Melane starts off, but turns back and eyes Nixxon. 
She picks up a sword and runs back toward her when-

WEI
Vale! Nooo!

A Longshhirim drives its talon through Lady Melane’s 
back. It tosses her body at Nixxon’s feet. Eyes wide, 
Nixxon shifts her gaze to Wei who is in shock! Elion 
SHIFTS, lands beside them and takes up a sword. 

Still gripping the club, Nixxon shoves the Longshhirim 
off then races toward the who took Lady Melane’s life!

ELION
Nixxon, no!

Prouse lifts his jump key as Nixxon leaps- 

EXT. A SANDY DESERT -- HIGH NOON, CONTINUOUS

Nixxon lands, rolling on hot sand! She looks back -- the 
jump is still open and through it, Prouse is squinting in 
her direction. She races toward the jump- It shuts!

Nixxon fumes, but her anger fades as she looks about, her 
mouth falling agape. Behind her, Prouse steps through his 
jump and slings her back through it while-

PROUSE
Sorry. My mistake.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon hits the floor! A CYCLOPS with a second, smaller 
eye burrowed off center, approaches with a spear. Nixxon 
grabs the spear and pushes it into the Cyclops’ eye! 

MAN (O.C.)
Stop!

Approaching, Man comes INTO FOCUS.

AURLIN
Nixxon-Wei?

EXT. SANDY DESERT -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse chuckles and enters his jump... In the distance 
down below: THE PYRAMIDS OF GIZA are under construction.
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Downhill -- EGYPTIAN WORKERS, OVERSEERS. One Overseer 
cracks his whip across the back of a MALE WORKER knocking 
him down. Male Worker painfully lifts his head: PROUSE!

OVERSEER
(ANCIENT EGYPTIAN: 
English Subtitles)

Another spy!

EXT. JERICHO FOREST -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson races through. HOOVES! Piper and Braacks are 
close behind. Saouckson nods. Hiyah!

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

AURLIN
Empress, are you alright? 

NIXXON
The Longshhirim are attacking.

AURLIN
Impossible. They were annihilated-

NIXXON
They were not!

Prouse’s jump appears. He exits. 

AURLIN
Explain.

PROUSE
(stepping aside)

Excuse me.

NIXXON
You must help us. The Realm 
Accords-

AURLIN
Do not apply to me. I cannot put 
my own people at risk for yours. 
I’m sorry.

Nixxon is stunned as Aurlin just moves away. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

Jericho’s Soldiers are now brutal fighters, like Elion.
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ELION
Wei, we can’t keep this up. We 
have to bring down that damn ship.

Elion is kicked back! Wei is knocked to the ground!

LONGSHHIRIM
He’s here! The Emperor is here-

A LIME-ELECTRIC SWORD rips through the Longshhirim’s 
upper chest -- Mortren III. His Soldiers flood out of a 
jump. A second jump: Wilfur and his Soldiers. 

Further out, the Longshhirim ship descends, hovering a 
few stories high. Hamshire, Bralen and their Soldiers 
fiercely defend with blades and arrows.

HAMSHIRE
Keep firing! Bring it down!

Their arrows stick to the ship then DETONATE! 

Elion SHIFTS and makes for the vessel as it wavers, 
flying right over Saouckson, Piper and Braacks as they 
jump from their horses and fall into the fight. 

EXT. JERICHO FOREST -- CONTINUOUS

Debin halts his horse. He looks back toward Jericho.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin attempts to wipe Nixxon’s face- She pushes him!

NIXXON
Repeatedly you’ve asked for my 
hand yet you will stand by and 
watch my people be slaughtered?

AURLIN 
How could this happen? 

PROUSE
It would seem that my new clasp 
suffered a malfunction.

AURLIN
Realm Emissary, realm protection 
is your highest responsibility! 

Aurlin steps away. Prouse, a failure, turns to Nixxon. 
Her harsh glare dares him to do nothing.
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INT. LONGSHHIRIM SHIP, BRIDGE -- CONTINUOUS

SMALL FIRES are spaced about the darkness as Longshhirim 
file from around a corner, dropping into the metal 
honeycomb of a floor, the BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

WINGED, Elion makes it through a vent. He SHIFTS then 
steps back, discretely taking a nearby pipe.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse exits his jump. He takes up a sword and brutally
cuts down an oncoming Longshhirim. Another, another! 

He spots Wei and fights his way over.

INTERCUT: JERICHO CASTLE COURTYARD / LONGSHHIRIM SHIP...

Elion attacks, SHIFTING BACK AND FORTH to his advantage, 
simultaneously destroying the ship’s control panel...

The Longshhirim ship CRASHES, skids across the green... 

Elion and the beasts are thrown about...

With numbers waned, the Longshhirim are easily defeated. 
Wei spots Saouckson. Frowning, he turns to find Prouse 
relentlessly bludgeoning an already dead Longshhirim.

WEI
Prouse- Prouse! It’s dead.

PROUSE
Apologies, Emperor. Memories from 
the old Crusade.

Wei gives him a strange, questioning look when Saouckson 
arrives. Wei eyes him then steps away. Saouckson then 
looks to Prouse. Prouse’s jump will not activate...

Elion reaches a control panel, pressing every button 
until one opens the door -- Wei is waiting. Elion exits.

ELION
Lady Melane, Wei, I’m-

WEI
Find Nixxon. Tell her I need her. 
Her father needs her. Those words.

Elion nods then catches a small round object from a 
Soldier and tosses it in the ship -- AN EXPLOSION WITHIN.
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INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

NIXXON
I will marry you. Calipri will 
absorb Jericho as your ancestors 
always wanted, but could never 
accomplish. You’ll be a legend.

Aurlin takes it in. He looks to Nixxon.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

BRAACKS
Now what?

SAOUCKSON
We go. We did what we came to do. 

--within the vessel, a Longshhirim opens its eyes--

As Saouckson turns, that Longshhirim appears in the 
vessel’s doorway with a club -- Wei is nearby. 

SAOUCKSON (CONT’D)
Wei- No!

Saouckson shoots an arrow- Another arrow RIPS THROUGH HIS 
to take down the Longshhirim. But the club is already 
buried in Wei’s chest. In shock, Elion lowers his bow.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin has gathered his Soldiers when Prouse’s jump 
opens. He exits and makes eye contact with Nixxon.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

Soldiers are executing what are left of the beasts when 
Nixxon exits Prouse’s jump. All halt to look at her. 

The FOUR PROVINCE LORDS, Saouckson, Piper and Braacks 
have gathered round Elion who is holding Wei. Wei beckons 
Saouckson to kneel and Elion to back away. Both obey.

WEI
Nixxon is my daughter. Mine... But 
if you can protect her. Please.

Saouckson nods as tears well. Nixxon pushes him aside.
There she is. My sweet girl. My 
sweet, sweet girl.
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NIXXON
Prouse do something.

WEI
Your gift. Know that I want you to 
have it. Find it. Promise.

(NIXXON nods)
Good. Lord Rambone- 

Wei coughs blood! Nixxon cradles his head.

NIXXON
Lord Rambone was a good man with a 
curious mind. Always searching... 

Nixxon shakes Wei as Elion stands and stumbles off. 

PROUSE
(lifts clasp)

Emperor Jehu-Wei of Jericho is 
dead.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin dismisses his Guards. Lifts his own clasp.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

AURLIN (O.S.)
I will inform the CRE.

PROUSE
You do that... Back! All of you!

He lifts Nixxon’s conscious, but limp body into his arms.

SAOUCKSON
Give her a moment!

PROUSE
The empress will settle in Calipri 
where I soon expect to see you, 
Pli. Once again.

Prouse takes Nixxon through the jump. Saouckson kneels 
over Wei, weeping as Debin arrives.

ELION 
Get up.

SAOUCKSON
I just need a minute.
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Elion yanks Saouckson to his feet! Debin takes a step, 
but Saouckson halts him. Elion removes the club from 
Wei’s body and points it at Saouckson, but is too 
overcome with emotion to form the words. He carries Wei’s 
body out of view as Saouckson watches brokenhearted.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse leads Nixxon in. She turns, stares at him blankly 
while shutting the door with-

NIXXON
Bonnie, my orphans. Now.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- EARLY MORNING

Elion is directing cleanup. He hasn’t slept. Saouckson is 
here. Elion approaches shouting at a Soldier while...

ELION
Off your ass there’s plenty to do! 
...after your banishment, I was 
told you were commissioned to lead 
the destruction of the Vorshhi 
system. Given your history, I had 
no doubts. But clearly, you didn’t 
quite finish the job.

SAOUCKSON
We destroyed everything in that 
system. Everything!

ELION
Then why is Wei is dead! ...make
yourself useful, Pli. Find graves 
for these men.

(clasps BEEPS)
What?!

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

PROUSE
Find the nursemaid.

Prouse pushes on a distinguished door-

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, AURLIN’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

INEEN, 20’s, a female servant, is sponge bathing Aurlin 
in an in-floor bath. Aurlin sighs at Prouse’s entrance.
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Aurlin shoos Ineen away, tilting his head, asking “Yes?”

PROUSE
An Empress is guest in your house 
and you have not spoken with her.

AURLIN
She’s very beautiful.

PROUSE
For someone whose father, an 
emperor, was just murdered by 
savage beasts on her birthday, I 
have to agree she looks remarkably 
well.

AURLIN
Oh Prouse. I will speak with her.

PROUSE
About?

AURLIN
It’s a strange time. There are 
many things to discuss.

Prouse goes without ceremony.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, A WINDOWLESS ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Elion halts -- Nixxon’s orphans, Farin included, and 
Bonnie all lie dead. Elion’s breath quickens as he leans 
against a wall for support. It is too much!

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER BALCONY -- LATER

Nixxon is seated at a table. FOOTSTEPS... Aurlin sits.

AURLIN
I’m so sorry. When these things 
happen my father tells me- Forgive 
me. I still sometimes find myself 
speaking of him as though he were 
here. He often told me that the 
present is what matters most as it 
is what defines our future.

Nervous, he presents a ring box. Nixxon knocks it away! 
I don’t mean to offend you, but 
I’ve done extensive research. In 
eight thousand years Jericho has 
faced war on countless occasions. 
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NIXXON
I am well versed in my ancestor’s 
history, thank you.

Aurlin is defeated for now. He goes, passing Prouse who 
enters and sits beside Nixxon. 

NIXXON (CONT’D)
What sort of man is Aurlin?

PROUSE
He is... The Czar of Calipri.

NIXXON
(biting)

Diplomatic phrasing for coward... 
Get out.

Nixxon stares ahead, her eyes turning BLUE. Prouse is not 
at all alarmed by the change. He stands and exits.

INT. LONGSHHIRIM SHIP, BRIDGE -- CONTINUOUS

Soldiers are clearing the mess. Elion enters. 

ELION
Find the jump key! We’ll backtrack 
their course then find and burn 
the rest of these sonsofbitches.

Elion turns a corner, taking a much needed moment for 
himself -- FAINT CRYING. Elion moves ahead, searching for 
it. The cries grow louder, clearer. A CHILD! 

INT. LONGSHHIRIM SHIP, STORAGE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Dim. The door before us is knocked from its hinges! Elion 
enters. On the floor, a LONGSHHIRIM INFANT with man-like 
features. He takes a towel from a nearby cage. Elion 
stares, debating whether or not to smother it. Its cries 
grow louder and Elion’s eyes have glossed, still 
debating... He swaddles it and stands. He lifts his gaze 
then is immediately frozen.

CAMBERN
General, we’ve... What the...

Elion hands the Infant off to Cambern and goes. Cambern 
stares ahead -- dozens of narrow cages line the walls, 
all filled with DEAD WOMEN. Cambern looks back at the 
Infant realizing... He shuts his eyes and snaps its neck.
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INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, MAINFRAME -- CONTINUOUS

BUSY WORKERS fall silent upon Prouse’s entrance. 

TIMID MALE WORKER
Lord Emissary, I examined every 
facet and found no malfunction. 
Perhaps you changed a setting-

Prouse snatches his clasp from him, ready to object when 
an INCOMING TRANSMISSION emits from it. Prouse glares.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, COURTYARD -- CONTINUOUS

Elion is leaning against the ship, nauseous as Cambern 
approaches and hands him something. Elion frowns.

ELION
Take a small party aboard and 
respectively dispose of what you 
find. Then contact Lord Hamshire.

CAMBERN
Elion... Bring her back.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, AURLIN’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin moves to a lopsided painting. He starts to 
readjust it- He halts. He shuts the drapes then returns. 
He opens his right palm -- BLUE ORBS RISE, READJUST the 
painting and dissolve. 

A KNOCK. Aurlin opens the drapes.

AURLIN
Enter... Just who I wanted to see.

PROUSE
I must attend a hearing with the 
CRE to explain recent events.

Prouse activates his jump key -- a floating green chart. 
Aurlin presses his ring to it -- Calipri’s insignia. He 
moves to a table, pouring himself a drink while...

AURLIN
Drink? I’ll have one. Because soon 
I’ll have succeeded where my every 
ancestor has failed. Uniting 
Yhevenah. I haven’t officially 
asked her, of course. She’s still 
in mourning for her father.
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PROUSE
Perhaps because he just died 
yesterday.

AURLIN
She will accept. And my reign will 
be celebrated eternally.

Prouse smirks, shaking his head.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- EVENING

From the balcony, Elion watches Nixxon as she sleeps. 

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, PROUSE’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse enters, sighs. Elion approaches from the balcony. 

PROUSE
I have a report which is far from 
complete to file with the CRE. For 
the gods’ sake, be brief. 

ELION
I found Jericho’s missing women.

(PROUSE grins flatly)
Aboard the Longshhirim vessel.

(PROUSE’S grin fades)
Those whose bodies were still in 
one piece, we buried. The rest we 
were forced to burn just like the 
beasts who mangled them.

PROUSE
...troubling as it is, the matter 
falls under the jurisdiction of 
the Commission as they commanded 
the beasts’ slaughter. I suggest 
you take it up with them.

Elion slams an object onto the table! Prouse lifts the 
object into view -- a jump key with CALIPRI'S INSIGNIA. 

ELION
That sonofabitch murdered my 
friend. You take it up with them. 
And be careful whose side you 
choose. I’ve witnessed first hand 
that Nixxon is not very forgiving.

Elion takes the jump key and goes... Prouse removes his 
clasp, chuckling. He hurls it across the room!
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INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- MORNING

At a table, Nixxon has not touched her breakfast. Ineen, 
her assigned servant, annoyed, watches from a corner. 
Aurlin enters. Ineen straightens her posture as he sits.

AURLIN
You’re not needed here.

(...INEEN exits)
Empress, I’ve come to beg your 
forgiveness. I will be absent from 
your father’s burial... Empress?

Nixxon ignores him until tiny BLUE ORBS float over before 
her eyes. She’s fascinated as they merge and form a 
magnolia. She reaches out to touch it, but the “magnolia” 
floats away, back into Aurlin’s palm. 

NIXXON
What is this?

AURLIN
Some say it is what destroyed 
Rambone’s city. Some say it is the 
power of ancient gods.... Eight 
millennia ago, King Calipri 
brought stability to Yhevenah. And 
one by one all her other rulers 
peacefully yielded to his rule. 
All but Jericho. A choice your 
people still suffer from

(shuts palm)
Calipri is a dictatorship no 
longer. You could be happy here. 

NIXXON
You’re not worthy of my father’s 
throne. You’re not worthy of the 
ground he spat on.

Aurlin stands and makes for the door, defeated for now.

AURLIN
We both lost our parents too soon. 
We can find solace in each other.

Aurlin shuts the door on his way out. 

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, PROUSE’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse stands before a HOLOGRAM of the CRE. 
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CRE OFFICIAL #2
You’re suggesting the Czar of 
Calipri murdered Jericho’s Emperor  
simply to wed his daughter.

PROUSE
I am not merely suggesting it. My 
words were clear enough.

CRE OFFICIAL #2
Even if this could be believed, 
you allowed this to happen. Three 
years ago you confirmed that the 
Longshhirim race along with the 
entire Vorshhi system had been 
annihilated. Yet somehow they 
lived to slaughter an emperor 
along with one of our own.

PROUSE
I overlooked the annihilation. It 
must have been a reserve force.

CRE OFFICIAL #3
It is all too elaborate for me.

PROUSE
Not so when you consider the half 
breeds were mothered by women 
reported missing from the Jericho 
province that borders Calipri.

CRE OFFICIAL #4
Yes, it is all here in your 
report. However, Trevedin-Si-

PROUSE
Prouse-Dine. If you please.

Officials #1 and #2 exchange a look.

CRE OFFICIAL #4
However, Prouse-Dine, per the code-

PROUSE
Do not speak to me of the code. I 
wrote it.

CRE OFFICIAL #2
Then you are aware that this 
impending marriage nulls any and 
all action on our part. The 
potential union shall give Aurlin 
full jurisdiction over the matter.
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HEH’RON (AN OFFICIAL)
Perhaps you should spend more time 
serving your purpose as Emissary 
and less time haunting Lord Pli.

PROUSE
You take lightly that Wei was also 
my friend.

CRE OFFICIAL #3
Friend? Trevedin-Si, you do not 
know the meaning of the word.

PROUSE
No proposal has been made. Should 
Nixxon decide against it-

HEH’RON
It will not be due to any 
interference on your part.

Heh’Ron lifts a hand -- the top portion of Prouse's clasp 
LIFTS, SHOOTING OUT SIX BLACK PRONGED THREADS which 
inject into his skin and work their way into his veins.

PROUSE
Was that truly necessary?

CRE OFFICIAL #2
Trevedin-Si it is unclear to the 
Commission what you stand to lose 
or gain should Calipri and Jericho 
unite. Therefore, precautions 
shall be taken.

PROUSE
Is it so incredible to believe 
that my intentions might actually 
stem from genuine concern? 

ALL 12 CRE OFFICIALS
Yes.

HEH’RON
You will not interfere.

Prouse forces a half bow then dispels the hologram. 

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon enters. Prouse is here, casually waiting.
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PROUSE
I’ll be brief.

Prouse takes an aggressive step forward -- AS HE DOES, 
his eyes darken, his hair lengthens, a dark beard sprouts 
speckled with grey, taller, 20 years older: TREVEDIN-SI. 
Somewhat hiding her alarm, Nixxon backs away.

TREVEDIN-SI
I am Trevedin-Si. For the last 
three years you’ve wondered if you 
were simply a vivid dreamer or if 
you suffered from delusions. Allow 
me to clarify.

Trevedin-Si brushes fingers from one hand over the palm 
of the other -- accompanied by tiny WHITE CRYSTALS and 
WHITE ORBS, a HOLOGRAM of Jericho Castle’s throne room. 

TREVEDIN-SI (CONT’D)
The throne of Jericho. I’ve known 
every emperor who has sat upon it.

He ‘brushes out’ another image -- Saouckson dressed in 
armor upon a chariot, leading AN ARMY into battle. 

TREVEDIN-SI (CONT’D) 
Bashim-Shordan. General to Emperor 
Jhorn-Wei. That didn’t end well.

Nixxon watches as the images of ‘Saouckson’ continue: A 
KING, WARLORD, ROYAL ASSASSIN, GENERAL. The final image: 
16 years ago, Saouckson and Wei on the battlefield.

NIXXON
Saouckson is a god or-

TREVEDIN-SI
A god? Heavens no, you’ve just 
insulted my wife and her family.

NIXXON
...still it explains nothing. Like 
the surprise on your face that day 
when I said Saouckson’s name. Most 
of that experience is a blur, but 
that I will never forget.

TREVEDIN-SI
Due to what’s transpired these 
eight millennia, your life could 
have taken hundreds of different 
turns. I imagine you saw them all, 
but retained only the last few.
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NIXXON
Eight millennia-

TREVEDIN-SI
Nixxon, I support your scheme to 
marry Aurlin, but I must advise-

(twitches -- the 
THREADS)

That it is your decision.

NIXXON
How very intelligent you are. But 
schemes are hatched, plans are 
laid and this conversation isn’t 
over. If what you’ve just shown me 
is the truth and is in any part of 
the reason why my father banished 
Saouckson, it makes him dangerous 
and I’ll kill him.

Nixxon starts out when-

TREVEDIN-SI
These words are a far cry from 
those of the girl I once knew.

NIXXON
You never knew me. And when you 
thought you did my father hadn’t 
just been murdered. So stand in my 
way and I’ll kill you too. Your 
wife and your gods aren’t here. 

Nixxon goes and Trevedin-Si TAKES ON the form of Prouse 
once more. He stands composed, but is clearly shaken.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE, BURIAL GARDEN -- AFTERNOON

A SOFT LAMENT as Prouse leads Nixxon up the path to the 
altar where Wei’s body rests. Behind, Elion, Mortren III, 
Wilfur, Hamshire, Bralen, Saouckson, Piper, Debin, 
Braacks and dozens more Soldiers and Honorable Persons. 
Nixxon stops before Wei’s body.

NIXXON
Where is Lady Melane’s body?

PROUSE
Her father took her home. 

Nixxon nods in understanding, a signal to Prouse. He 
kneels before the alter -- intricately carved upon it, 
images of Wei's life story. Above it all, a noon sun. 
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Prouse sighs then sweeps a hand over the sun -- within 
the carving, THE SUN SETS. Nixxon stoically watches as 
the alter descends into the earth. Elion nears and takes 
her hand, leads her back up the path. As they pass-

DEBIN
Short, sweet. My kind of funeral.

Elion halts with Nixxon. She fumes, but continues on. 
Prouse glances back. Saouckson is now behind him.

SAOUCKSON
Whatever you have planned, it 
doesn’t matter. You don’t get to 
win this time.

PROUSE
Boy. That girl knows more than 
she’s letting on. I doubt either 
of us gets to win this time.

INT. CARRIAGE, ROAD TO CALIPRI -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon and Elion are alone in the carriage. Elion starts-

NIXXON
Whatever it is, Prouse can handle 
it. You were right. He is quite 
the resource.  

ELION
Aurlin abducted Hamshire’s women. 
He bred them with the Longshhirim 
whose offspring... I believe he 
murdered Wei to weaken you because 
he still wants your hand to have 
Jericho. It would make him sole 
ruler of Yhevenah and increase his 
standing in the realm.

NIXXON
...summon Saouckson-Pli. Then 
bring Bonnie and every single one
of my orphans. You may go.

Elion hesitates before nodding. Nixxon rests back. Her 
eyes fill with blue with flecks of red.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- EVENING

Blue eyes, Nixxon is in a formal, somewhat revealing red 
dress. Ineen, with dead eyes, smooths Nixxon’s gown when-
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A KNOCK... Aurlin enters. Ineen rolls her eyes and exits.

AURLIN
You are absolutely stunning, 
Empress. Your eyes are-

NIXXON
Yes. I’ve been told they change 
with my mood.

AURLIN
Oh. Well, you were sad yesterday. 
You must be happy today.

Nixxon’s eyes widen at his ignorance. She pushes through.

NIXXON
My ancestors believed too much 
power in one hand would eventually 
corrupt the other, but I disagree. 
Yhevenah must become one house. 
Under one ruler. Under one name. 
I will marry you. But first. 

(takes his hands)
Teach me this.

The blue orbs emerge from Aurlin’s hands. He ‘creates’ a 
magnolia -- it turns GOLD at Nixxon’s touch! She catches 
Aurlin’s attempt to hide his obvious alarm.

AURLIN
How did... I mean, of course. And 
you shall have the most splendid 
gowns and jewels and-

(giddy)
I shall have Prouse-Dine make the 
arrangements.

NIXXON
You do that.

Nixxon’s eyes CRACK with gold, following him as he goes.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin turns a corner -- Ineen is there. She follows him.

AURLIN
Gods, what is it?

INEEN
She and her father snubbed you 
from the first. She’s a pretender.
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AURLIN
Things have changed.

INEEN
I was there for you when Auer 
died. And again when your father 
died. I love you! But I’m tired of 
living in the shadows. 

AURLIN
Sweet, stupid girl. You’re just a 
way to pass the time. Be gone.

INEEN
I carry your child. 

Aurlin stares. Ineen backs away as he takes hold of her 
while BLACK ORBS escape from his hand, “draining” an 
unseen essence from her belly as she shrivels in pain.

AURLIN
Not anymore.

Aurlin continues on.

INT. SAOUCKSON’S HOME -- CONTINUOUS

BRAACKS
It’s a bit too tidy in here for my 
taste. I say kill the squatter.

Saouckson moves to a table topped with folded notes. He 
takes the letter from his coat, compares the writing. 

SAOUCKSON
We stay here tonight. Tomorrow-

DEBIN
What? Tomorrow we’ll what? Run 
back to Calipri and do Aurlin’s 
dirty work again? Yeah, no thanks.

Piper and Braacks ignore Debin. Piper moves to Saouckson.

PIPER
(eyes the notes)

Who’s Bree?

DEBIN
Don’t ask him any questions. He 
might actually answer and shock us 
all to death.
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BRAACKS
I’m going to kill dinner.

Braacks opens the door- Elion SHIFTS on his way in.

ELION
Empress Nixxon-Wei of Jericho has 
summoned you. 

DEBIN
We know who she is. And she can’t 
summon us. We’re not her citizens.

Elion disregards Debin, spots Piper gathering weapons.

ELION
With the exception of the one, 
your companions seem most useless. 

DEBIN
What did you say?

ELION
One is also deaf.

SAOUCKSON
They come too. They’re mine.

Piper and Braacks follow Elion out. Debin takes a step-
I understand you have unresolved 
feelings, but make any trouble for 
Nixxon, I swear on it all.

DEBIN
What are you, in love with her?

Debin exits. Saouckson exhales, then exits.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, LOWER LEVEL HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Elion, Piper and Braacks are waiting outside a 
bedchamber. Debin then Saouckson exit the jump. Elion 
looks Debin over then goes.

Piper, Debin and Braacks enter the room. They were 
blocking our view of YOUNG BOY (10, platinum locks, dark 
brows) who is up the hall. Young Boy stares at Saouckson 
suspiciously. Saouckson lowers his gaze, enters the room.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, AURLIN’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin paces, staring intensely across the room. Enough. 
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He crosses to a chest, removing the familiar HOLLOW GLASS 
BALL. Aurlin shuts his eyes, focusing as the hollow glass 
ball lifts from his hands, filling with white light, 
expanding into a HOLOGRAM: Aurmand’s face.

AURMAND
I have begged you not to do this. 

AURLIN
(revelling, arrogant)

I’ve done it. What you said was 
impossible, I have done. I have 
united Yhevenah.

AURMAND
It was not a challenge, son.

AURLIN
Please. You taunted me with tales 
of how Jericho would never submit. 
Well, you were wrong. And had you 
looked on me as more than a vessel 
to carry on your name, I could 
have shown you the way. I would 
have brought them to their knees!

AURMAND
It was their choice, not mine.

AURLIN
Wrong! You were weak which is why 
you’re not here anymore! 
...forgive me. The emperor was 
laid to rest today.

AURMAND
Yes, we exchanged words... What 
are you keeping from me? You 
wouldn’t deliver such news with 
such a downcast countenance.

AURLIN
...I’ve done something awful.

AURMAND
What-have you done?

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THE FOUR’S BEDCHAMBER -- MORNING

THE FOUR are dressing. Piper nudges Saouckson, prompting 
a smile from him. Debin rolls his eyes. 
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DEBIN
Four of us in one damn room.

A KNOCK. Saouckson opens the door to Young Boy.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson and THE THREE follow Young Boy.

BRAACKS
You’re a little short for a guard.

YOUNG BOY
Your words are nothing. Soon the 
czar and empress shall marry and 
have countless heirs. 

Debin scoffs. Young Boy glares with chilling distaste. 

PIPER
When do they intend to marry? 

YOUNG BOY
On the next day. It is all the 
czar has spoken of these three 
years past.

SAOUCKSON
Is that right?

YOUNG BOY
Their marriage will unite Yhevenah 
and he will rule with a just hand. 
Oh yes. We have all been patiently 
awaiting her arrival. 

DEBIN
Well, that’s too bad because when 
we find her we’re taking her back 
to Jericho where she belongs. Tell 
Aurlin to find himself a princess 
on some moon or something.

Young Boy’s darkening glare prompts Debin back several 
steps. The hallway QUAKES with Young Boy’s steps forward.

--Nixxon is in her bedchamber dressing when the quaking 
reaches her. She looks about--

--Aurlin is just outside his bedchamber. The quaking 
reaches him. He halts, but is not fazed by it--

As a precaution, Piper and Braacks step away from Debin.
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SAOUCKSON
Enough.

THE QUAKING ceases. Young Boy continues on.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, BREAKFAST HALL -- CONTINUOUS

Cyclops Guards grant entry to Saouckson and the rest. 
Prouse is already seated, tossing grapes. 

BRAACKS
Finally.

Braacks and Debin take seats at the table and eat. Piper 
remains standing with Saouckson who turns, stunned by- 

CYCLOPS GUARD
Czar Aurlin-Iscar of Calipri and 
Empress Nixxon-Wei of Jericho.

Entering with Aurlin, Nixxon is drenched in jewels and 
exotic makeup. Young Boy moves to them. Nixxon observes 
as Aurlin delicately caresses Young Boy’s cheek. Young 
Boy lowers his gaze, goes. Prouse approaches, bows.

PROUSE
The ever lovely. Queen of Egypt. 
Rival of Cleopatra. A damn 
enchantress if there ever was.

AURLIN
Prouse-Dine, I swear you are from 
another world altogether. I scarce 
know what you are referring to 
half the time. Ah! Lord Pli, I was 
not expecting you or your, bunch.

SAOUCKSON
I’m here for Nixxon. That’s all. 

AURLIN
That is all? That is quite a bit. 
And quite impossible I’m afraid. 

SAOUCKSON
She’s still mourning the Emperor. 
Anything she’s agreed to-

NIXXON
Has old age claimed your sight 
Pli? Or have I become invisible?

Aurlin chuckles, catching Debin's glare as they sit. 
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AURLIN
Are you in need of something?

Debin tosses his napkin and stands to leave when-
Whatever savage land instilled 
such traits in you, they will not 
be tolerated here. But yes, by all 
means go... And your friends.

Dammit. Braacks drops his fork. He and Piper follow when-
Bow first. Not you two, him... I 
said, bow.

Debin breaths heavily. He defies his disdain and bows. 
He, Piper and Braacks are escorted from the hall.

SAOUCKSON
Nixxon, bowing to Calipri was 
against the Emperor’s wishes. 

PROUSE
You can hardly expect us to take 
your word for it Pli, seeing how 
he banished the hell out of you.

(AURLIN chuckles)
A joke. Pli has known the empress 
all her life. I imagine he feels 
like a father to her.

Saouckson distracts himself with a drink.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, ROOM OF THE CHRONICLES -- CONTINUOUS

Hundreds of CHRONICLES. Elion finds a particular one then 
smiles when another catches his eye: THE GATEWAY -- upon 
it, an image of hands holding that HOLLOW GLASS BALL. 

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, BREAKFAST HALL -- CONTINUOUS

AURLIN
The empress has every right to 
choose her own destiny. You’d be 
amazed the things a child is 
capable of accomplishing, despite
their parent’s sentiment.

NIXXON
The Czar is very wise. 

SAOUCKSON
Last I checked we were not 
referring to the acts of children. 
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NIXXON
Pli, Jericho will not be 
forgotten. We shall consolidate 
both our rich cultures and revel 
in the power of multiplicity. 

Aurlin kisses her hand as a Cyclops refills their 
goblets. Nixxon eyes it -- it and the others have a 
second, smaller eye and man-like features.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Whilst on the topic of variety, I 
have never seen such hideous 
beasts in all my life. What are 
they? They are not full bred.

Saouckson just notices the beasts’ man-like features.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
No matter. They’ll soon be gone.

AURLIN
I’m sorry?

NIXXON
I will not live with these beasts. 
I was not subjected to such sights 
in Jericho and I’ll not be 
subjected to them here.

AURLIN
They serve a dual purpose, love. 
They buttle and, most assuredly, 
battle. As a precaution of course.

NIXXON
I wasn’t aware the Czar of Calipri 
feared being murdered in his bed.

AURLIN
You misunderstand. Calipri is-

NIXXON
Perhaps you did not hear me. I 
will not live with them. Yhevenah 
may be home simply to two lands, 
but our realm is not. There are 
dozens of kings- Princes- Lords in 
our realm. My options are not so 
limited. 

Aurlin is taken off guard with Saouckson equally 
uncomfortable. Prouse looks on with that grin.
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AURLIN
Guards! ...execute them.

Guards rush in, CUTTING DOWN the Cyclops while...

NIXXON
There are also too many guards 
within this castle. I feel more 
unnerved than protected.

AURLIN
Their numbers will be minimized. 
Whatever you desire Empress, it’s 
yours. Even to half our kingdom.

NIXXON
It’s been discovered that women of 
Jericho were raped and killed by 
the Longshhirim with their 
offspring being responsible for 
the death of scores of my people. 
And my father. Love, I want the 
head of the man responsible.

Aurlin stares, lacking an appropriate response. He nods.

PROUSE
Well, I know true love when I see 
it and I give you both my 
blessing. Pli. Come along.

Saouckson and Prouse exit. Nixxon puts a reassuring hand 
on his cheek which he kisses. Nixxon smiles.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Prouse and Saouckson sidestep the slaughtering of varied 
BEASTS. They reach an empty hallway while...

SAOUCKSON
This would’ve never happened if 
Aurmand was alive. 

PROUSE
Remove the blinders from your 
eyes, boy. Your love for your 
daughter is clouding your vision.

SAOUCKSON
At least I still have a daughter. 
I didn’t mean-

Prouse opens a jump-
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INT. RAMBONE CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Abandoned with immense water damage. Saouckson is thrown 
into a wall which DENTS! Prouse enters- Shuts the jump.

PROUSE
Yes. Because you took another 
man’s wife! Wei’s wife! And the 
irony. I was finally ready to 
leave this life behind and return 
to the family I have left. It’s 
why three years ago I travelled 
back eight thousand years to the 
very moment it all fell apart and
slit your throat at last ready to 
end the cycle of, you. But that 
didn’t erase you from Nixxon’s 
memory as it did everyone else’s. 
It’s when I realized, your stolen 
immortality left something behind.

Saouckson stands. His busted lip HEALS.

SAOUCKSON
You don’t hurt the truth. And I 
won’t let you hurt her.

PROUSE
Me? I don’t murder little girls.

Saouckson unleashes a BLAZE OF RED ORBS knocking Prouse 
into a statue which SHATTERS! He stands, brushes it off. 

PROUSE (CONT’D)
You’ve grown weak Lord Rambone. 
Which pleases me because soon 
you’ll have more reason to fear 
your daughter than you have love 
for her. And you’re about to wish 
you’d never laid eyes on mine.

SAOUCKSON 
I lost her too. Or did you forget 
that when you cursed me and hunted 
me through the ages like a beast?!

PROUSE
Your actions are what killed her! 
Same as L’Lyla, but you lie to 
yourself claiming it was the pains 
of childbirth when it was truly 
the bastard girl you put in her 
belly! ...the gods! Are you really 
so simple? 

(MORE)
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Children take after their parents 
and the power you stole wasn’t 
meant for this world. 

SAOUCKSON
You’re a liar. And I’m going to 
stop you.

PROUSE
Just as you stopped Aurlin from 
crossbreeding Hamshire’s women 
with Longshhirim? 

(SAOUCKSON stares)
I’m afraid it is true. And had you 
done your job, Wei and those poor 
women might still be alive. I’d 
pray to those gods you hate that 
Nixxon never sees Wei’s death from 
this point of view. The essence of 
Ra runs through her veins whom we 
both know is not very forgiving. 

Prouse opens a jump and returns to Calipri. Saouckson 
moves to an oxidized statue -- it is in his own likeness. 
Enraged- He punches the statue which shatters!

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Debin turns a corner nearly bumping into Elion. Debin 
exhales then sidesteps, but Elion steps in his path. 

DEBIN
If this is about Nixxon, you can 
have her. She’s not worth it.

ELION
Ouch. She must’ve really done a 
number on you. And it is. Now’s 
not the time to cross her. So, try 
not to be yourself.

Elion pats Debin on the shoulder and goes.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- NIGHT

On the balcony, Nixxon overlooks the grounds -- piles of 
VARIED BEASTS are being burned. She senses, turns. 

SAOUCKSON
I know what’s happening with your 
eyes. What it means... Let me take 
you someplace safe. 

PROUSE (CONT'D)
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NIXXON 
I had a dream the other night. We 
were in Rambone’s Forest on one of 
our hunts. We began to argue about 
my father and something you’d 
done. I was so angry with you, I 
tried to kill you. I nearly killed 
you. I know it was just a dream, 
but so many of my dreams lately 
feel like memories.

BLUE ORBS float from Nixxon’s palm, opening the door.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Take yourself someplace safe.

Saouckson hesitates before going. The orbs shut the door. 

Nixxon lowers her gaze -- under the skin of her palms, 
tiny WHITE CRYSTALS, BLUE AND WHITE ORBS swirl about. She 
concentrates until only the white orbs rise out, creating 
a magnolia. She smiles then ‘brushes’ the rest from her 
palm -- A HOLOGRAM OF PROUSE AND YOUNG BOY IN A TOWER:

PROUSE
Speak with the empress. She will 
be your liberation. Go now.

YOUNG BOY
But Czar Aurlin-

(PROUSE is leaving)
Wait. Why would you help me?

Prouse starts to speak-

ELION (O.C.)
What’s this?

Nixxon’s vanity mirror SHATTERS! She was startled. 

NIXXON
What do you want?

ELION
I thought you’d like to know the 
actual story.

Elion presents her with Rambone’s Chronicle. Nixxon’s 
eyes soften to brown as she takes it.

NIXXON
Lord Rambone was a good man with a 
curious mind. Always searching-
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Nixxon flips the pages, growing annoyed.

ELION
What is it?

NIXXON
This isn’t a chronicle. It’s the 
same story my father would tell. 
The rest are just pictures. 

Elion takes it -- he sees only BLANK PAGES. A KNOCK.

Nixxon opens the door to Young Boy. His eyes narrow at 
the sight of Elion with the chronicle. He enters.

YOUNG BOY
What is he doing with that?

ELION
Who the hell is this?

YOUNG BOY
Prouse-Dine sent me. And that book 
is locked. One must have Rambone’s 
blood.

Elion looks down at the blank pages then to Nixxon.

NIXXON
Rambone died without heirs, his 
line is ended. So why, precisely,
are you here?

YOUNG BOY
In Rambone’s city was one of the 
four gateways. Czar Aurlin found 
it many years ago, but he only 
first used it three years ago.

ELION
Where’d he go?

YOUNG BOY
To the afterlife.

Elion SCOFFS! But Nixxon is intrigued, eyeing Young Boy 
before crossing the room. Uneasy, Elion watches as Nixxon 
returns with a painting and holds it up to Young Boy’s 
face: Aurmand and a WOMAN with platinum hair, dark brows. 
Young Boy looks like her. 

Nixxon delicately caresses Young Boy’s cheek. Elion’s 
eyes widen as A FROST emanates from Young Boy.
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NIXXON 
You’re Auer.

ELION
No. No. Auer was the czar’s first 
born and he died sixteen years 
ago... As in dead. 

NIXXON
Does he still possess the gateway?

YOUNG BOY/AUER
Yes, but... I don’t think he’ll 
open it again. The afterlife is 
peaceful. And when what is meant 
to be is disrupted, terrible 
things happen!

(A BRIEF QUAKE)
Aurlin and I happened upon it the 
day I... It was an accident, but 
it’s the source of his power. He 
was always searching for the 
simple way, he never tried to earn 
what he wanted which disappointed 
father. It’s why he used the 
gateway to retrieve me. He 
believed father would love him 
more for it. Instead, it brought 
on the stroke that ultimately 
killed him! I wouldn’t blame 
father if he did love him less!

QUAKING! Nixxon strokes Auer’s hair. The quake ceases.
He says father was jealous of his 
power, but he lies! Father was 
kind and merciful. He called off 
the Longshhirim when they first 
attacked your land and-

ELION
Wait, wait. Your father called 
them off. Your groom summoned
them. You’re- You’re dead! Love, 
what the hell are we doing here?

YOUNG BOY/AUER
Father threatened to join forces 
with Jericho and annihilate them. 
He told the CRE that he would not 
stand by and allow slaughter!

Nixxon pulls Auer close, still fascinated by the FROST. 
Elion doesn’t like this. He ushers Auer out the door.
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ELION
We lose their parents, it’s the 
natural order... You can’t bring 
Wei back. 

NIXXON
Get out, Elion.

ELION
Elion? Three years and I’m finally 
on a first name basis. Romantic.

(a gentle kiss)
I waited three years for that.

Nixxon smiles and rests on Elion’s chest.

NIXXON
Where’s Bonnie?

Elion slowly loses his smile, prompting Nixxon to back 
away as she realizes. Her eyes swivel with blue.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
The children? ...Farin?

ELION
I’m sorry, Nixxon. I’m sorry. I- 

NIXXON
You failed! 

Nixxon’s push sends Elion across the room! He looks up! 

NIXXON
That was an accident... Elion, I’d 
like to meet your people.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, TOWER HALLWAY -- CONTINUOUS

Auer makes down the hall. Halts -- Aurlin is standing 
before a lopsided painting on the wall. 

AURLIN
I went to your room to tell you 
good night, but-

(adjusts painting)
You weren’t there.

YOUNG BOY/AUER
I was excited. Tomorrow you will 
wed the empress and unite 
Yhevenah. Father doubted, but I 
knew you could. I’m proud of you.
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AURLIN
Dear big brother. You will rest in 
peace. I truly mean it this time.

YOUNG BOY/AUER
...I believe it.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THE FOUR’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson enters- Bumps into Debin who is on his way out.

SAOUCKSON
Hold it. Where are the others?

DEBIN
Why don’t you go find them since 
you care so much about them? 

SAOUCKSON
Aurlin was behind the assault.

DEBIN
Yeah no shit. Anyone with half a 
brain could see that coming. And 
as soon as I get the hell off 
Yhevenah, I hope the beasts come 
back and kill every single one of 
you starting with that lying, two-
faced, hypocritical bitch.

Saouckson decks him! He throws Debin into a wall!

DEBIN (CONT’D)
You’re obsessed with her.

SAOUCKSON
It’s not obsession. It’s loyalty. 
You should try it sometime.

DEBIN
And now I think about it, you’ve 
never been able to go five minutes 
without mentioning your precious 
Nixxon-Wei. Don’t touch Nixxon, 
don’t tease Nixxon. Even after you 
got us banished. You were more 
possessive toward her than her 
own... You sonofabitch. You 
sonofabitch! It all makes sense 
now! 

SAOUCKSON
Go, you’re not needed here.
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DEBIN
Is this why you never presented me 
as a suitor? Because you didn’t 
want your adopted son marrying 
your daughter? At least for that I 
could forgive you... 

(realizing)
You didn’t think I was good 
enough.

Saouckson stares as Debin wipes his eyes. Debin leaves 
the room. Saouckson exhales, ashamed of himself.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Expressionless, Nixxon sits at her shattered vanity 
manipulating the orbs and crystals in her hand. She 
‘brushes’ them from her palm -- A 3D HOLOGRAM: IMAGES OF 
WEI AND NIXXON THROUGHOUT THE YEARS... LASTLY, WEI DYING.

WEI
Your gift.

Nixxon disposes of the image. She has a thought and 
brushes an ELECTRIC BLUE JUMP from her palm. 

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, WEI’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon enters through the jump. 

In the rubble she spots a gift-wrapped box when she 
senses -- Ineen has entered with a knife.

NIXXON
I’ve seen how you look at him. 

INEEN
I’ve seen how he looks at you.

NIXXON
You’re here to kill me? 

Nixxon turns, “PULLS” Ineen forward, taking her neck in 
her hand. Ineen struggles as Nixxon takes the knife.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
His power, you’ve seen it?

(INEEN nods!)
Who else possesses it?

Ineen shakes her head! Nixxon finally releases her, eyes 
the knife. 
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Blue and white orbs and white crystals emerge from 
Nixxon’s hand lifting the knife before crumbling it to 
nothing. Nixxon smiles when the knife reassembles and 
speeds toward Ineen as she backs into a wall! The knife 
halts less than an inch from her cheek.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Aurlin murdered my father. 

INEEN
I didn’t know! I swear! I swear!

NIXXON
And the women who were raped and 
killed by those beasts?

Ineen violently shakes her head no, gasping for breath!
Good. It would be really bad if 
you knew. 

Nixxon manifests a jump behind Ineen who falls through 
backwards vanishing as the jump shuts! 

Nixxon returns to the gift wrapped box. She kneels and 
opens it -- L’Lyla’s pearl necklace, love notes and 
keepsakes. Nixxon holds them close, shutting her eyes to 
fight angry tears -- KNOCKING -- Nixxon’s eyes open, RED.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, NIXXON’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon opens the door to Debin who enters rudely.

DEBIN
Came to say goodbye. Your own bed. 
Must be nice. But I guess marrying 
the man who murdered Wei has to 
have some perks... You look awful. 

NIXXON
It’s not a good time.

DEBIN
Of all your choices- Aurlin?! I 
didn’t care for Wei, but even I 
have to admit that’s fucked up.

NIXXON
You-need-to-leave.

DEBIN
Still. I suppose it’s a good thing 
he kicked the bucket when he did. 

(MORE)
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(NIXXON is shocked)
It would’ve killed him to see-

Debin is pulled toward Nixxon! She snaps his neck!

SAOUCKSON 
Nixxon, I must speak with-

Saouckson appears in the doorway as Debin hits the floor. 
Mortified, he falls over Debin’s body when he spots the 
crystals and orbs in Nixxon’s palms. In shock, she turns 
away -- the door shuts on its own.

Nixxon slides down a wall, hand to mouth, stifling her 
teary cries.

EXT. AN IMPOVERISHED VILLAGE -- A DREARY DAY

WARLORD SAOUCKSON and a SCORE OF HIS MEN are ransacking 
the village and abusing VILLAGERS.

ELDERLY MALE VILLAGER
Please, it’s all we have-

Elderly Male Villager is pulled toward Warlord Saouckson 
who snaps his neck-

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THE FOUR’S BEDCHAMBER -- MORNING

Saouckson wakes- Sits up! Piper and Braacks stare.

PIPER
Finally. What happened to you? We 
found you in a hall.

BRAACKS
I guess we should ask about Debin 
too. Seen him?

Saouckson moves to a dresser. Piper and Braacks eye him 
when Saouckson activates the jump key over Piper and 
Braacks- They’re gone! Saouckson slides down the wall, 
remembering-

INSERT QUICK CUT: MALE HANDS clamp the diamond choker 
with emerald mermaids around YOUNG WOMAN’S neck.

YOUNG WOMAN
It’s beautiful.

INSERT QUICK CUT: Nixxon’s 18th birthday party as she 
removes the same diamond choker from the box.

DEBIN (CONT'D)
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NIXXON
It’s beautiful.

INSERT QUICK CUT: The Male Hands belong to a younger 
Saouckson in his 20’s -- LORD RAMBONE. He smiles.

PROUSE (V.O.)
Soon you’ll have more reason to 
fear your daughter than you have 
love for her.

INSERT QUICK CUT: Nixxon, moments ago, eyeing her hands. 

INSERT QUICK CUT: Young Woman smiles, looking up -- the 
Woman from Nixxon’s sketch. But more importantly...

PROUSE (V.O.
And you’re about to wish you’d 
never laid eyes on mine. 

INSERT QUICK CUT: Young Woman is clinging to the BREAKING 
GROUND of a terrible CREVICE. It crumbles! She screams!

EXT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THE GRAND BALCONY -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson and Elion wait as Prouse escorts Nixxon.

ELION
Beautiful. You too Nixxon.

Prouse cuts Elion a foul look. Elion grins. 

SAOUCKSON
You don’t have to do this. You 
said yourself, there are dozens 
more options, better options for a 
husband... Wei wouldn’t want this.

NIXXON
I imagine he would also not want 
to be dead.

INT. CALIPRI CASTLE, AURLIN’S BEDCHAMBER -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin stands before A HOLOGRAM: Aurmand’s face.

AURMAND
This will not go unpunished. You 
will meet an end that is just as 
cruel as your sins. You will burn!
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AURLIN
I have united Yhevenah. This is 
what you always wanted. How are 
you not proud?!

AURMAND
You commanded slaughter!

AURLIN
(with disdain)

Auer is proud. Your first born. He 
was always your favorite, admit 
it. But you were wrong about him. 
He sees the bigger picture as I 
do. Too long Jericho has defied 
our rule. Now they will bow to the 
reign of the czar. To me.

AURMAND
Fool. Do you honestly believe our 
ancestors could not have taken 
Jericho by force had they wanted?

AURLIN
What stopped them?

AURMAND
Respect! Jericho chose autonomy. 
You had no right-

AURLIN
I had every right! After I wed the 
empress you’ll understand. You’ll 
see that I am worthy of our line. 
As worthy as you saw Auer. It’s 
the reason for all of this.

AURMAND
So foolish. The thing about death 
son, is one’s opinions, one’s 
views. They remain with the moment 
you enter eternity. Which is why 
this moment- Your cruelty, your 
lies. They cannot break my heart. 
Because despite what you’ve done, 
I am forever proud of you. I am 
forever forced to believe that you 
are better than this. Forced to 
believe it because I died 
believing it... Do not summon me 
again. It is tiresome for me.

Aurmand's face dissolves. Aurlin is near tears, in shock.
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EXT. CALIPRI CASTLE, THE GRAND BALCONY -- CONTINUOUS

Aurlin, head hanging, is escorted by his Guards. The 
Guards then check Elion and Saouckson for weapons.

ELION
What could I possibly be hiding?

The Guards move to check Prouse whose glare ‘talks’ them 
out of it. They back away.

AURLIN
Empress, there’s something I must-

Nixxon puts a finger to his lips. Her sweet smile makes 
him smile. Prouse leads them further out where Calipri’s 
Citizens watch from below. Prouse binds Nixxon's right 
wrist and Aurlin's left together with a GOLDEN RIBBON.

PROUSE
Vows?

ELION
What happened to your crew?

Saouckson stares ahead as a Red Flacon lands on Elion's 
shoulder. 

Nixxon flinches -- the ribbon BURNS into their flesh. 

PROUSE
The deed is done. You are now 
bound until death separates you.
The Czar and Czarina of Calipri!

Aurlin smiles, raising their hands to showcase the 
tattoos of their union. He moves to kiss Nixxon when she 
pulls away. A HUSH falls over the Crowd as Aurlin laughs 
it off -- a Red Falcon then a Blue Falcon soar over them.

AURLIN
My love?

NIXXON
I’d like to thank you for bringing 
Auer back from the afterlife. Now 
I know it can be done.

AURLIN
...allow me to explain-

Nixxon swipes a dagger across Aurlin’s neck! The crowd 
GASPS!
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PROUSE
(buttons cape, dryly)

Oh no, what have you done?

Aurlin hits his knees, gripping his blood gushing throat.

Guards rush Nixxon when a DOZEN SIALI fly in, SHIFTING 
before her -- HUNDREDS MORE in the distance, many landing 
within the Crowd below. The Guards lower their weapons. 
Elion nods to Nixxon- She OBLITERATES the Guards! She 
turns back and takes Aurlin by the hair.

NIXXON
Your flesh will reupholster the 
throne of Jericho. Retribution for 
the emperor you slaughtered. Your 
head? The one you swore me. A 
centerpiece for every feast I hold 
in the castle of your forefathers. 
Retribution for the father you 
slaughtered... Pli. You may have 
been banished, but I do believe 
you truly loved my father. For 
both of us.

Nixxon’s blue eyes fill with purple then COMPLETE GOLD. 
The Crowd screams as Nixxon TWISTS- RIPS Aurlin's head 
from his neck! She approaches the balustrades, raises it. 

NIXXON (CONT’D)
I am the Czar of Calipri.

The threads dislodge from Prouse’s veins, recoiling back 
into his clasp. He grins... The ‘tattoo’ peels from 
Nixxon’s wrist and dissolves. 

NIXXON (CONT’D)
Actually. Welcome to New 
Jericho... Aurlin’s men. 

The Siali nod and hurry away. Nixxon stops before Elion 
who takes a step back, slightly alarmed at the sight of 
Nixxon as her eyes slowly fade to brown.

NIXXON (CONT’D)
I see hundreds of Siali, I was 
expecting thousands.

ELION
We encountered difficulties. Many 
were killed, more were captured.

NIXXON
I’ll take care of it... Pli.
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Nixxon tosses Aurlin’s head to Saouckson as she enters 
the castle. Prouse chuckles, following after her. 

INT. CALIPRI/NEW JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Ignoring the SLAUGHTERING, they make up the hall.

SAOUCKSON
Nixxon, you’ve had your revenge- 

PROUSE
Mighty Czar, shall I order the 
seamstresses to thread their 
needles with hairs from the dead 
sonofabitch’s scalp?

NIXXON
Pli, locate Zeadus and Goran for I 
have questions. But first, find 
Nezdulan.

PROUSE
Who is Nezdulan?

NIXXON
(continuing alone)

My Charger.

This surprises Prouse and keeps him grinning even as 
Saouckson shoves Aurlin’s head into his gut.

SAOUCKSON
I’ll make you sorry.

Prouse chuckles, STEPS OUT OF HIMSELF: Trevedin-Si. He 
returns Aurlin’s head to Saouckson.

TREVEDIN-SI
I look forward to it.

EXT. JERICHO CASTLE GROUNDS -- DAYS LATER

Thousands of Soldiers, Siali stand in formation while...

ELION
Remember. This is not a takeover. 
New Jericho’s citizens are as 
blameless as our own.

The Red Falcon, SHIFTS beside Elion: MA’KESH, female, 
20’s. She shakes her head.
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ELION (CONT’D)
Zeadus and Goran better pray they 
aren’t found. My love’s tastes in 
furniture has changed drastically.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

Nixxon releases Trevedin-Si’s hand as she settles upon 
the reupholstered throne, her hands resting atop the 
flesh that can be made out as Aurlin’s hands.

TREVEDIN-SI
Is it to your liking?

NIXXON
Quite. And I learned something 
very interesting about your friend 
whilst releasing young Auer back 
into the afterlife. And you.

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, HALLWAYS -- CONTINUOUS

Saouckson turns a corner, bumping into Bree. He steadies 
her, noticing her swollen belly and wedding band. 

SAOUCKSON
I received your letter. Why would 
you do that?

Bree can’t manage the words. Eyes filled with tears, she 
squeezes Saouckson’s hand before continuing on. Filled 
with equal regret, Saouckson watches her go while...

TREVEDIN-SI (V.O.)
What did her majesty learn?

INT. JERICHO CASTLE, THRONE ROOM -- CONTINUOUS

NIXXON
A good question. Mine is better. 
You could have told my father the 
truth about Saouckson, but you 
didn’t. You told me. Why?

TREVEDIN-SI
As an Emissary I can freely move 
about all realms. Except one.

A HOLOGRAM OF A SOLAR SYSTEM: Jupiter, Saturn- It speeds 
up: Earth -- Egypt -- THE PYRAMIDS AT GIZA.
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NIXXON
Splendid architecture. 

TREVEDIN-SI
My wife’s father, Ra, is the King 
of gods. But I lost his favor and 
was banished. I hadn’t seen my 
home in eight millennia until I 
tossed you through that jump. You 
are a key. I’m going to grant you 
a favor. I’ll return Wei to you.

NIXXON
...no. He wouldn’t be truly alive.

TREVEDIN-SI
Retrieving one from the afterlife 
is a parlor trick. I can raise him 
from the dead. And all I need from 
you is something very simple and, 
to my knowledge, nothing you 
haven’t done several times before. 

NIXXON
I’m not a killer. 

TREVEDIN-SI
Debin might disagree.

NIXXON
I’m not a murderer. And why me? 
Why can’t you do it?

Trevedin-Si moves to the doorway, spotting Saouckson just 
down the hall. Trevedin-Si slowly shuts the doors with-

TREVEDIN-SI
It’s complicated.

Nixxon lifts a hand, examining the blue and white orbs 
and white crystals within her palm which then TURN RED. 
She shuts her palm and cuts her eyes to Trevedin-Si.

NIXXON
To say the least.

BLACK.
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